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1 
Nokan sat in front of an array of screens, filling out a report on one, consulting others. He 

paused regularly, considering information, his conclusions and wording. He was completely 

absorbed in the task. He sat in the midst of a long row of such operators in a narrow room 

without windows.  He was middle-aged, stocky, balding and wore glasses. The room contained 

about thirty operators in rows on either side of the room, murmuring softly into their headsets 

in one-way conversations, punctuated by pauses as they scrutinised their screens and made 

adjustments there. Nokan was about to speak into his headset, having completed a patchwork 

of little boxes to his satisfaction when a new one popped up in front of them with a soft ping. He 

was to report to the front desk immediately. The same message was recited by a robotic young 

female voice into his headset. He looked around. The supervisor on the front desk had his head 

in one hand, tapped despondently at his keyboard with the other hand.  

Nokan took off his headset and rose from his battered swivel chair. Behind him was a narrow 

aisle between the rows of operators. They all wore a dull golden jumpsuit with dark blue 

epaulettes, a dark blue name patch over their left breast pocket; a long dark blue number across 

their back. The room was bright but featureless beige. He walked toward the supervisor’s desk, 

curious. Without looking up the supervisor pointed with two fingers to the left and as Nokan 

rounded the corner, two attendants in white coats stepped forward to escort him with a gentle 

hand on each elbow. They turned and pushed through swing doors into a large open-plan office 

with little activity. Nokan knew the department and grew more puzzled. They marched three 

abreast to the other end and some walled-off offices. One attendant knocked on a door, opened 

it and the other escorted Nokan inside. The young man behind the desk told him to take a seat 

while he continued to study his screen. He had a thin face with some bright red discolouration to 

one side of his face, a birthmark maybe. Nokan did not know him. Finally the young man looked 

up with a forced smile. “Your lucky day Dhuski” His eyebrows gave a little jump. Nokan stared 

back blankly. “You’re being transferred to OrDitz – ever heard of them?”  Nokan shook him 

head. “Truth is we’re going to miss you. Yeah, you’re stubborn, a stickler and an old grouch – but 

no-one knows the system better than you – everyone says.” The man’s head jolted in 

acknowledgement. “And that has paid off for us so many times, so... many times.” This time he 

shook his head slightly. He studied Nokan, patronisingly. “You have this way... with 

technicalities... the system...“ He shrugged. “It hasn’t reduced your debt any of course because, 

well, basically we’re too greedy” He sniggered. “But now there’s been an offer out of leftfield we 

simply couldn’t refuse – literally”. The eyebrows jumped again with a grim little smile. “OrDitz – 

whoever they are...” There was something arch about his emphasis upon the last phrase.  “Want 

you”. Then he nodded to the attendant who moved forward and clipped the nylon bracelets 

from Nokan’s wrists and placed them on the desk in front of him. Nokan regarded them like 

dead animals.  

A printer on the other side of the desk groaned contentedly and issued an ID card into a little 

tray. The man picked it up by its edges and fanned it to speed drying, smiling at Nokan 

knowingly, then clipped it to a loop of ribbon and handed it to the attendant who placed it 

around Nokan’s neck. “A little extra credit there Nokan. Services rendered and all that. We’re 

unlikely to meet again but all the best in your new position from all of us here at Minder-052.” 

He extended a hand across the desk and Nokan gripped it weakly as he rose before turning and 

being escorted out. He had learned not to ask anything from the organisation. This time the 
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three pushed through swing doors in another direction and marched quickly down a deserted 

corridor. Nokan had no idea where he was. They reached doors to the outside with full length 

windows looking out into darkness, inside, a deserted foyer with seating and a desk. At best 

Nokan could surmise where they now were, but he could see nothing outside but darkness. He 

could not be sure of the hour; he worked arbitrary shifts, rarely saw actual windows. They 

advanced through sliding doors onto the pavement and still Nokan could make out nothing. 

They might be underground; he had no idea of building developments over the past dozen years.  

Somewhere he could hear the sound of traffic on a wet road. A large black vehicle pulled up 

silently in front of them. It was slightly larger than a delivery van or perhaps ambulance, but very 

sleek, with a nose more like a jet or high speed locomotive. There were no discernible windows, 

apart from a thin gold line around where a windscreen may have been. The surface of the 

vehicle was beaded in water. Everyone waited. There was a faint mechanical sigh and a door in 

the side appeared, magically recessed and slid open. Inside there was a dull blue light. Nokan 

looked to his attendants. One raised a hand and waved goodbye with his fingers. Nokan stepped 

aboard, expecting to find a group of other operators on their way to new assignments, but there 

was only another workstation facing him, much like the one he had left. Further back there was 

some cabinets and lockers, a sleeping bag on inflatable mattress, carpet littered with wrappers. 

The door closed and a voice from the front called out “Welcome aboard Dhuski”. It was vaguely 

familiar. He turned towards the driver’s cabin to see an extended hand and a face peering 

around a high-backed seat.  He recognised a colleague from long ago, Wade Ward, although 

sometimes he had gone by the name of Ward Wade, in his various schemes and scams. Their 

hands gripped. Wade laughed “You look fucked Nokan”.  

Time had been kinder to Wade. He was around ten years younger, retained a boyish grin and 

mop of red hair that fell attractively over his twinkling green eyes. He was a little heavier but still 

projected the breezy confidence that had inspired a life of droll deception and escalating debt. 

They had met seven or eight years ago when they first began repaying their debts to society as 

insurance assessors for Minder-052 on a long-term contract to The Department of Domestic 

Security.  Wade had a nose for angles, Nokan an ear for false tones. Wade looked him up and 

down, “Any personal effects?” “Not really” shrugged Nokan, “I travel light”. Wade tapped at his 

controls for a moment – again a matter of screens and keyboards against a black wall where a 

windscreen might have been – gestured to the card around Nokan’s neck and snapped his 

fingers. Nokan handed it over and Wade pressed it to a pad on his console until a colour 

signalled registration. “Okay, you are now officially my number two, as yet it doesn’t affect your 

credit but we might be able to do something about that later. First thing you’ve got to lose is 

that uniform. In the second locker back there you’ll find a suit that that will be too long in the 

legs and arms but should otherwise fit. It belonged to my predecessor Phil Outline – you might 

have heard of him? – Big guy, very tricky. I was his number two but Phil went off the rails and 

had to be deleted.”  

Nokan made half a move to the locker, still facing Wade; that word ‘deleted’ had an ominous 

tone. He waited to hear more. “What exactly will my duties be?” he asked when it became clear 

he was to hear no more on the subject. “Basically you’re my backup. I need someone I can 

completely trust. OrDitz offered me one of these young sharks from the other side of the world 

but I don’t know them and I don’t trust them. I saved OrDitz big time and wanted my say. We 

bargained and I was allowed to recruit through affiliated channels, like Minder. Phil had some 

extra credit stashed away and I used that to sweeten the transfer. I get the feeling Minder won’t 

know any more about that than OrDitz”. He grinned at the screens “Plus ca change, matey”. 

Nokan changed his uniform to a black jumpsuit with yellow epaulettes, a name tag on which 

CUNT had been printed with a silver marker and a long number across the back which had been 
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tapped over with gaffer tape. He returned and took the seat opposite Wade. There was no 

steering wheel or pedals, but Nokan assumed he had not kept pace with motor vehicles. “What 

do we do exactly?” “We’re in private debt recovery. People hide money from the government 

and we persuade them to repay it discreetly. Liaison do all that. All we do is collect the agreed 

goods. See, they don’t want these transactions recorded, for various reasons. So the repayments 

won’t be just a bank transfer or anything where there are electronic records, obviously. This is all 

below board. They tend to be in hard currency, in various deeds, contracts, stocks and bonds, 

jewellery, luxury goods, antiques and private agreements assessed by Liaison.  That’s why we’ve 

got this bus. We never know what shit we’re going to pick up. Don’t worry - it won’t involve any 

heavy lifting; there are usually servants for that. We’re just the collectors. We take it all back to 

Stephenson - that’s in Ireland – then move onto the next assignment. There’s never a shortage”.  

“Your job will really be to keep an eye on updates here” He gestured to the matching screens in 

front of them. “Watch for updates and messages from HQ. HQ is hopefully Suzie,” He keyed in a 

screen and a still of a middle-aged lady with glasses and high silver hair appeared with the 

caption ‘Not Currently Available’ across it. “Suzie is the best of a useless bunch. We’ve got to be 

careful or they’ll drop us in it without even knowing. That was part of Phil’s problem – he trusted 

HQ. Then there are bulletins from other departments – strictly these don’t concern us, but all 

sorts of interesting titbits turn up there. Once you get a grip on this system you’ll see what I 

mean.”  “How long do I have?” asked Nokan, sensing he was hopelessly out of his depth, but also 

that Wade was comfortable with his ineffectuality. “I don’t know. It took me a couple of months 

to see the way things are set up and then there are just innocent little requests we can make 

that can confirm or deny certain things. I know you Nokan. You’re going to eat this stuff.”  

“Do we ever get to see where we’re going?” Nokan asked after another pause, staring at the 

blank walls behind his screens. “Oh...” replied Wade, a little absent-mindedly and tapped on his 

keyboard whereupon a virtual windscreen appeared with a graphic of their surroundings 

wrapped around behind their screens. They were flying through intermittent cloud. “This is a 

flyer?” asked Nokan, a little startled, He was not aware they had even been in motion. “Oh yeah, 

this is a Heavenly-9S – top of the range. We may need to go anywhere – literally anywhere in the 

world – and these buses make it all a one-stop shop. We fly we drive on our own timetable, in 

perfect privacy. That said, the auto-pilots on these things are so strict if we were really in a hurry 

a straight car or jet might be quicker. You can switch to manual but as soon as auto senses some 

threat it overrides. So, like a bird three kilometres away has to be assessed, or a pothole in a 

parking lot means it won’t park there, even if you want to. You’ve never been in one?” Nokan 

shook his head. He had only seen them on screens.    
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2 
Their destination was an obscure mountain palace near Brexia in the Lomb, overlooking its 

noted cities and lakes. Estimated time of arrival was just under two hours. Wade rolled his eyes 

and explained the delays due to traffic were subject to revision, for better or worse. They did not 

have the kind of clearances that would allow them to jump to the head of a queue. Their client 

for this transaction was one Imre ‘Stingray’ Duprey – a big catch, but a slippery one according to 

Wade’s files, more of an eel really. Stingray was a sneaky middleman with more nationalities 

than was finally good for him. He had made killings in diplomacy, finance, favours in trade and 

defence and the gossip columns for unexpected philanthropy. But at some point he had left 

partners disappointed, inevitably. Someone had sung somewhere, sometime and it took a 

discreet and dedicated ear to pick up the tune, fine-tune it. Collecting on this account was quite 

a feather in their caps, by Wade’s reckoning. They were not exactly public servants, two or three 

steps removed perhaps, but there was a swell of semi-public pride in recovering this kind of 

booty. They did not have an exact list of items and consultation with a peeved HQ could only 

assure them that Liaison had signed off on the deal and that details were pending. Once the 

screen closed Wade picked up his whiskey from the console and sipped thoughtfully. Nokan 

studied a picture of Stingray, a weathered, asymmetrical face in his late fifties possibly with a 

peculiar hairstyle, very short at the front and on top, long on the sides and back; at odds with a 

man of his age and position. The eyes were narrow and wolfish, exuded menace.  

It was late in the afternoon when they descended. Ward was relieved that they could land in a 

deserted carpark by a lookout not far from the palace. It was a public holiday here and traffic 

was sparse. The bus more or less descended vertically for the last few hundred metres. The 

undercarriage assumed road configuration and autopilot continued the journey at an unhurried 

pace. It was autumn and the hills were dressed in red and gold, elegant gardens punctuated 

villas of various periods. It was a very exclusive neighbourhood. Wade confirmed their arrival 

with the palace as they wound up a narrow lane through a wood; long shadows draped across 

their path. Tall wrought-iron gates swung open as they continued on a sweeping route lined with 

massive cedar trees toward a low, modern building. The forecourt lights were on. Wade folded 

his arms and nodded to the images on the screen. This was not the main building of the palace, 

although beyond the trees it afforded a spectacular view of the valley. The palace proper was 

higher up the slope. “It’s probably a discretionary measure” he concluded, standing and 

rummaging around for his black baseball cap with their departmental badge - a red outstretched 

hand. He told Nokan there was one in the locker and moved toward the door, lifting a clipboard 

from the back of his seat. Nokan had seen the cap but hated them. He snatched it resentfully 

and plonked it on. They seemed childish and demeaning as official headwear. 

He followed Wade across the forecourt and was surprised at the chill to the air. Wade nodded as 

they paused before the door.  Wade ran his finger across his name tag and instructed Nokan to 

do the same with his card. The door opened and an old servant with extravagant white mutton 

chops, gloves and tails led them stiffly into an office. It was a proper, old-fashioned office with 

cabinets, venetian blinds and well-padded chairs, but it was empty. The old servant excused 

himself in a heavy accent and assured them he would only be a minute. Wade sniffed the air 

deeply. “Smell anything?” Nokan sniffed and thought stale cigars. Wade nodded grimly “Stale 

alright” and paced while Nokan sank into an armchair. The servant returned with a bulging A3 

brown envelope. Wade turned and eyed it suspiciously. Suddenly a strange black phallic shape 
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shot out of his sleeve into his right hand and he directed it at the servant, gestured for him to 

give the package to Nokan, who struggled to his feet. Wade then launched into a language 

Nokan did not recognise and fired a series of urgent questions at the old man. The servant 

struggled to answer with dignity and carefully took the clipboard Wade thrust at him and signed 

it. The three then marched back out to the bus where Nokan was ushered inside while Wade 

delivered another unintelligible tirade at the old servant. The servant bowed and turned away as 

Wade joined Nokan, the door closing behind him, the black phallic object disappearing back up 

his sleeve. 

Nokan sat with the package on his lap, staring at Wade. “What the fuck just happened, Wade?” 

Wade sank into his seat, composed himself inspecting his empty tumbler for a moment then 

snapped his fingers and pointed to the package. He emptied the contents onto his console. 

There were several bundles of used currency, but not a vast fortune, the rest was assorted 

stocks, bonds and deeds. Wade flicked them to and fro with a finger and finally offered “This is 

bullshit Nokan. No way is this a repayment for someone like Stingray. This is maybe a sleazy 

board member a little too fond of the off-shore banking loop – but even then...” His voice trailed 

away as he tapped at his keyboard and brought up HQ. A tired older lady looked up from her 

desk finally, asking “What is it, Wade?” before meeting his eyes over her pink winged glasses. 

There was an open plan office stirring behind her. “Irene we’ve just collected repayment for 

client #026109C – Stingray – and I’m suspicious of the contents.” Irene studied him closely, 

“What do you mean you’re suspicious of the contents?” “I mean (he picked up the contents in 

his hands) this is all there is – from Stingray?” “Wade, since when do you inspect collections? 

Your job is merely to collect and return – you know that.” “And I know who gets blamed when 

they don’t tally with Liasion’s catalogue, don’t I? Remember someone named Phil Outline?” 

“That was different. Phil had done deals behind our back; you know that better than anyone.” 

“And I know where those deals ran to, and I’m making sure this is on record before I get back to 

Stephenson and the shit hits the fan.” Irene regarded him angrily behind wings. “You’re pushing 

it Wade.” “And this little message is now logged at this end, Irene. We’ll sit tight here on site 

until you can confirm the catalogue. Can’t ask for more than that now, can we?” Irene ended the 

call abruptly and Wade poured himself another single malt. Nokan declined.  

“Okay this little sucker (he tapped the inside of his right arm) is a kind of ray gun – you might 

have heard of them as ‘editors’?” Nokan nodded. “They can actually do a lot of things but for our 

purposes I mostly just leave it on the lowest settings where it does just two things. One, it can 

stun a target at ten metres or less for about a day – just knock them out cold – and two it throws 

up a kind of force shield, protecting you from anyone firing one of these things – or anything else 

– at you. Yes they are a little scary at first but just think of them as a more developed gun, 

basically.” Nokan knew about them, but again only through screens. It was different actually 

being in that world. “And what’s with the foreign language? What exactly were you speaking 

back there?” Wade grinned wryly. “That was a sort of local dialect for Jeeves’ benefit. I have one 

of these – “ He turned his head sideways and pulled his ear forward to reveal a small aid-like 

attachment to the side of his head. “They give you around a hundred and sixty languages 

instantly, although it takes some getting used to hearing yourself actually speak them and 

understand others. You have to have the cerebral implant of course. Do you have one?” Nokan 

touched behind his ear but felt nothing. “Not that I know of...” Wade leaned over and poked 

there as well. “I think you might...” he ran his finger back and forth over a slight bump. “I’ve 

never asked for one and I’ve no recollection of any procedure” Nokan said uneasily. “But that 

doesn’t mean you/I haven’t had it!” They both said, almost in unison and laughed. They knew 

about Minder’s scruples. “I’ll put in a requisition for the attachment as well, while I think of it”. 

He tapped away at his keyboard. “We should be able to pick up the rest of your issue tomorrow 

in Brexia.” 
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While they waited for a reply they made a careful estimate of Stingray’s repayment against 

available market prices. That took an hour or so. It still only came to about seven million, at best. 

That was a drop in the ocean for a billionaire like Stingray. “Do you suppose he was actually 

there?” asked Nokan, studying the darkened building now by the halos of the forecourt lights. 

“He might be up in the palace. He may have been there and gone. We can’t even check that 

because he’s unlikely to have used his real name and favours will have exempted him for any 

registration. He’s a made guy. But I’m pretty sure he doesn’t own this pile outright. This would 

have been just a convenience for him.” Not that Wade had met him either, all his information 

was drawn from HQ’s dossier. But he could read between the lines, scrutinise library clips. He 

had been doing this for nearly three years and had made over sixty collections. He had picked up 

a few things about the main players but had always supposed he was too minor to be a threat or 

problem. Now he was not so sure. Now he felt more like a pawn.  

Finally HQ called back. This time it was Gwen, a lady of a certain age, her greying hair marshalled 

in a relaxed bob, her concerned face delicately made up, her lips pursed. The background a lilac 

wallpaper with an intricate pale pattern out of focus. The air hummed faintly. “Good evening to 

you both. I understand your concerns in the circumstances and Liaison have been kind enough 

to clarify a number of things for us at very short notice and I’m sure you will appreciate their 

special efforts here. It is not just the hour that is inconvenient but that their own procedures are 

cast in doubt by your stand.” “And?” Wade finally interjected, repeating himself several times. 

“And today’s collection was merely an initial payment indicating the client’s good and prompt 

faith in negotiations. You must understand negotiations were only concluded yesterday.” “Then 

why was a collection dispatched so soon?” asked Wade, unimpressed. “That was a mistake on 

our part, for which we must sincerely apologise.” “Apology accepted” shrugged Wade, running a 

finger around the rim of his glass. “Do we wait here for the balance of payments? Do you have a 

timetable for us, exactly?” “No I’m afraid that is not forthcoming as yet, but I suggest a return to 

Stephenson is probably best. A long trip for little I know, but these things happen...” She smiled 

a thin, philosophical smile. Wade gave her a mock salute and concluded the message “Roger 

Wilco HQ and out.”  

He stared out at the image of the darkened building and its theatrical floodlights. “Something is 

rotten in Denmark” he concluded. “At least we don’t have to go there” replied Nokan, 

rummaging through the mini-bar toward the back of the bus. “This has never happened before. 

Supposedly being sent off too soon after Liaison has signed off. I don’t believe it.” Nokan 

returned to his seat with a packet of crisps, a little resigned. “Mistakes happen” he replied. “And 

so do cover-ups” countered Wade. “Jeeves never said anything about it being a down-payment 

when I grilled him and he had been primed by someone about the collection. He was more than 

just the help. You can bet that’s gone back up the chain of command as well, which is what I was 

hoping, maybe rattle Stingray’s cage a little, earn an audience with the big fish.” “He looks scary” 

reflected Nokan, wrestling with the packaging. “Yeah I’m not sold on that image either. I’m 

betting it was edited by someone for a laugh.” Nokan looked up “You don’t trust anyone, do 

you?” “Not anymore...” Wade was about to key in a trip down to Brexia when another message 

appeared. This time it was Jeeves, probably in the office, looking very composed and solemn. 

“Good evening gentleman. I am to relay to you details of the balance of repayments by Lord 

Duprey and their collection. I apologise for any inconvenience our prior arrangements may have 

caused. The rest of the collection will be made at the Villa Loco in Lotussia, La La. I include map 

details on the bottom of this message. The rest of the repayment will comprise of the Duprey art 

collection. Works have now been retrieved from loans to several public galleries and have been 

expertly packed into eight crates, each 1.75 X 1.5 X .94 metres. Please notify the villa upon your 

arrival. You may consult Liaison for a full list of items and be advised that should the crates be 

opened by unqualified personnel the state of works within cannot be guaranteed.” Wade 
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nodded curtly. “Understood. Thank Lord Duprey for us and I apologise for getting over-excited 

before, but deviations from our routine make us very nervous. I appreciate you keeping a cool 

head. We will be leaving now, good night” Jeeves nodded slowly, his heavy eyelids anticipating 

the nod as the message ended.  
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3 
They looked at one another. “So why didn’t we hear that just now from Doreen?” asked Nokan. 

“Good question. Obviously because HQ hadn’t heard the latest and the reason HQ were not in 

the loop I suspect is because Liaison doesn’t trust them on this one. And the reason Liaison 

doesn’t trust them on this one - I fear - is because Stingray’s connections stretch that far.” 

“Fuck” “Yeah fuck. See that’s the trouble with going after a really big fish, you’ve got to have a 

boat big enough to land it. Liaison may be about to be dragged overboard, that’s my theory.” 

“But you’re paranoid, right?” “Yeah I’m paranoid right”. They eyed each other warily. “Great” 

said Nokan, “So what happens now?” “If we get back to HQ now with the news: that may stir 

things up even more. Let’s sit tight. Delay departure until tomorrow morning to see if HQ call us 

back with some sort of update. We can park somewhere near Brexia for the night” he rattled 

away on his keyboard. “We get exes for overnights but I try and keep the credit and sleep in the 

bus. There’s another sleeping bag in the locker if you’re interested.” “Hot food and a bathroom 

would be good.” “Roger that. I’m thinking a caravan park or something.” They drove back down 

to the medieval city of Brexia at a stately pace, planning their evening meal and some supplies. 

They studied the map details of La La. “Fuck me La La,” “Tropical island paradise – apparently 

they worship sex there”, concluded Nokan after a quick search on his screen.” “Or so the 

brochures assure us...” “It’s a long way isn’t it?” “Other side of the world” “Just as well we have a 

flyer.” “Yeah when I said anywhere, this is what I meant.”  

Nokan reached for the envelope, shook out the clipped bundle of documents and flicked 

through them, pulling out a couple and then tapping on maps on his screen. “That address in La 

La suddenly rings a bell... Yep look at this, Stingray owns two other villas at that address” He 

brandished the deeds. “They’re part of a gated community at the top end of Lotussia, literally, 

the Evermore Estate. Looks lush, no?” They both studied real estate imagery of villas in parkland 

backing onto steep cliffs overlooking the ocean. “And he’s not donating the third to his worthy 

cause,” concluded Wade. “Planning for a future no doubt. I knew you’d get into this stuff Nokan” 

The bus never shook or tilted in motion because of its mysterious gravity power and so inside 

they moved about easily even as they made their way down the mountain. They measured out 

the space, calculating how they would house the Duprey Collection, drinking in moderation. If 

they moved the mini-bar and a cabinet it would just about fit. The old city of Brexia was quite 

small and cramped and vehicles were forbidden. It was pretty much closed by the time they 

arrived. Floodlights played across arches and towers but the fountains had been turned off and 

the tourists had moved on. There was a vast parking expanse for tourist buses out by the new 

city, which was discreetly high-rise and unexceptional. They parked by a picnic area and trooped 

unsteadily toward lights and recorded music, wearing heavy black jackets and beanies.     

They ended up eating pizza out of a box, sitting on the edge of an empty fountain in a small 

square; watching groups of young men outside cafes grow excited watching a soccer match on 

big screens. They could see their breath as they spoke. Wade had decided their excuse for not 

returning to Stephenson was that they had stopped for a meal and then fallen ill with food 

poisoning and spent most of the night in a public toilet. He gazed dreamily away at a bright 

moon in a cloudless sky. Wade enjoyed nothing more than pretending. Nokan drank in the 

sounds of provincial life, the smells of regional cuisine and several cans of weak local lager. His 

senses were dazzled by the world in ways he had almost forgotten. In the morning they found 

the post office where OrDitz had delivered his new uniforms and other standard issue. They 
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were in two large black sealed carrier-bags, not unlike those from an upmarket boutique, except 

there was no logo. When they got back to the bus they discovered HQ had called. Wade had a 

pocket screen but never turned it on. He liked being offline, even if it was against the rules. 

Nokan changed into his new kit while Wade returned the call.  

Honour swung her head around abruptly, her honey-tinted perm bouncing about lined temples 

with a lazy mischief. She lowered her face, glowered at Wade under pencilled brows. “Where 

are you and why are you not at Stephenson, young man?” There was a playful tone to her 

clipped vowels. “Honour, you old fox, I’ve missed you too.” “You were supposed to make a 

deposit this morning.” “Unavoidably detained in Brexia overnight due to a bad case of food 

poisoning. Spent most of the night in a public toilet actually, along with my new assistant, Nokan 

– Nokan? – this is Honour” Nokan waved in the background as he buttoned up his jumpsuit. 

“Pleased to meet you Nokan. And you both have, of course, fully recovered by now?” There was 

more than a tinge of sarcasm to her question. “We have – the seafood pasta has speedily passed 

us and though a little dehydrated, we shall report in Stephenson around... (he pretended to 

consult another screen) one – air traffic allowing.” Honour then went on to explain the change of 

plan whereby they must now fly to Lotussia in La La to recover the remainder of the Stingray 

repayment and that it would be substantial. Wade and Nokan were suitably surprised and 

Honour explained that more conveniently placed teams were all busy. It would be a long flight 

but a worthwhile one. Wade sighed with resignation, reminded her of the island’s romantic 

reputation. She was certain they would both conduct themselves with the utmost 

professionalism and as always, proper gentlemen and signed off.   

“So where do we stand now?” asked Nokan rejoining Wade at the front. “Well at least we’re 

back on the same page at HQ, although I’m not convinced they have just the one page anymore 

or always speak with the one voice, for that matter.” “That’s been my impression”. “And this 

time of course there can be no tampering with the package, pointedly no peeking, which doesn’t 

convince me that the contents will exactly tally with Liaison’s catalogue.” “So what’s happening? 

You’re saying that Stingray has contacts inside OrDitz that are falsifying the amounts or creaming 

off most of it for themselves?” “Something like that, but I’m paranoid remember.” “And if 

someone wises up along the line, they blame Collection?” “We are the pawns in this game.” “Is 

that what happened to Phil?” “Well Phil knew people in Liaison for sure, introduced me as well, 

but their thinking was more cream or be creamed. They were looking for some sort of insurance 

really. But the truth is it’s the Wild West out here in the PFR badlands. We’re like the dark web 

for finance.” “I thought Post Fiscal Revenue was just, like, a rumour or concept?” “They like to 

pretend. Like military intelligence confines itself to the military, but the military–industrial world 

doesn’t work like that. Everyone knows most spying is industrial espionage really and most 

industrial espionage these days has become just financial piracy, plain and simple. Liaison play 

good cop with a target but there’s another department called Intervention and they play bad 

cop and they play rough. And they have plenty of competition, believe me. HQ try and pretend 

it’s all just a tidy little exercise in accounting, but it’s a jungle, a fucking jungle. Trust no-one 

Nokan, not even me.” 

“How did I get into this?” asked Nokan after a pause. “Think of it as freedom” shrugged Wade, 

checking screens and attacking his keyboard. “I’m too old for freedom. I just want routine.” 

“Well our routine for today will take us to the other side of the world, a tropical resort and tax-

haven, if we can just find somewhere to get air-born.” They drove down onto a vast river plain 

devoted to manufacture and storage. It was grey and misty. It did not seem a promising terrain 

for sky clearance but presently they turned down a side road that led to a small airport devoted 

to freight. There were a number of flyers of different makes and sizes queued in front of them. 

They proceeded at moderate speed straight onto a runway and floated upward in a perfect line, 
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not particularly accelerating as their undercarriage retracted, but rising steeply for some time 

before splitting away in various directions. Their bus continued to rise and Wade noted their ETA 

was only two and a half hours, which cheered him, pending traffic of course. “I think we might 

be going to bounce off the thermosphere or something” he explained with an expansive arching 

gesture as he watched the altitude soar through a blur of numbers and the sky slowly darken. 

“I’ve only done this once before.” “We must be in the stratosphere by now,” Nokan surmised 

after a while. Wade consulted his counter and concluded “actually we’re above that, I think we 

might have overshot a tad, we’re about one hundred and ten to one hundred and fifteen 

kilometres above earth, so that puts us out of the mesosphere as well - over the Karman Line - 

which is sort of the border, and into the thermosphere.” “So we’re actually in space?” “Not 

quite. Technically, the exosphere is the last layer of earth’s atmosphere and that extends up to 

about ten thousand kilometres. It’s very sparse as I understand, but it’s not actually a full 

vacuum – or proper outer space.” “And how much higher are the space stations?” “Most of the 

space stations are around four hundred kilometres, so they’re not that much higher than us 

really, but we’re only going to be up here very briefly.” “Could we land at a space station, if we 

wanted?” “Technically, I think it might be possible. These buses are compatible with space 

station configs. I think I read that in the pamphlet. But we don’t have the clearances or codes. 

They just wouldn’t recognise us. So no.” 

“There is no way Stingray can really escape, is there? Nowhere he can’t be traced?” Nokan asked 

presently. “Well when you’re connected like Stingray  you don’t try and hide, you try and out-

manoeuvre. But yeah to run is hard. For the likes of us, a complete change of identity is pretty 

much impossible. They can track us in any number of ways. Retina scans and so on. To actually 

lose your ID takes a lot of credit – a lot of doing. I’ve heard of runaways taking a shuttle up to 

one of those private or commercial stations” he pointed up “and effectively disappearing. Their 

filing can’t be tracked. You get a shuttle down at some point to some prepared place in the 

outlands, kind of like a witness protection scheme. But that too takes a lot of credit and an 

unhealthy amount of trust. But there have been cases.” The altitude then began to plummet. 

Soon they were back in the stratosphere, ‘chilling’ as Wade explained. “The denser the 

atmosphere the more friction on the bus, so the hotter it gets – it’s worst in the mesosphere 

which has a lot of heat anyway – but the stratosphere although very cold has more molecules so 

more friction and the bus kind of squirts itself with a very thin layer of super-cooled gas to chill 

the surface and deflect the passing stratosphere, reducing the friction and accelerating the 

descent. I read up on this after the first time. Then as we drop down further the autopilot gets 

nervous about stuff like weather balloons and military aircraft so it starts to slow and chill in a 

navigational sense. Below the stratosphere is technically the troposphere – which is what we 

normally think of as the atmosphere – although all layers containing gas are really atmosphere. 

It starts about ten kilometres up which is where the commercial airline lanes begin and auto 

then has to pick which and where it will join them. This is where it takes time. By the looks of it 

we’ve gone over to the dark side now as well. This is where I catch up on bulletins and file work. 

You can surf around;’ get to know the system a little more. If you have any questions there’ll be 

time for explanations. 
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4 
There once was a Red Queen who struggled to rule justly, balancing the needs of all her subjects 

through prudent social services. She thought of herself as an enlightened monarch and was 

regarded contemptuously in neighbouring realms because of it. There were often complaints; 

not so much from her lowliest subjects but from lords and ladies and particularly her Top Duke. 

The Top Duke mainly objected to his level of taxation. It was always too high. He did not see any 

immediate benefit from social services and in truth could not see why others should either. It 

robbed them of initiative in his view. He believed in the law of the jungle, a natural competition 

with circumstance. He regarded the Red Queen’s administration as inefficient in any case, 

wayward, complacent, condescending and corrupt. It was not money well spent and too much of 

it he still regarded as his. The Red Queen had heard it all before.  

One day he recommended making the civil service more competitive, more productive. The Red 

Queen was suspicious of his concern for the realm; altruism was not his strong suit. But she was 

aware there were shortcomings in her administration and that it was important to be seen to be 

open to new ideas, to be seeking improvement. The Top Duke wanted his tax reduced into the 

bargain, so that he could use the funds to employ more efficient and competitive bureaucrats on 

a freelance, casual and need-to-know basis. Security only compromised adventure, stifled risk. 

He saw civil services within his entrepreneurial ambit. He wanted a more dynamic realm, moving 

ever outward. The Red Queen thought hard. She had used her Top Duke in diplomacy with other 

realms to discreet effect and knew he made deals there with other dukes, shared business 

strategies and investments, traded secrets to her for favours. It was a delicate relationship. She 

eventually agreed. 

But as her social services became more streamlined, she discovered her revenue did not 

increase, quite the contrary. Her servants became more expensive and services were steadily 

reduced. She could not do as much with a smaller, quicker public service when it did not have 

the purse. It was an efficiency built on sleight-of-hand. Her subjects began to resort to sly 

disloyalty, a black market of tips and trailers, fly-by-knights and sleep-over-daze. They exchanged 

one monarch for borrowings and pretence to others with a wink or blink. Her Top Duke was 

satisfied, but moved his investments to less taxing realms when interest flagged. He read the 

papers down to the fine print, listings and lures, knew timing was all. He pretended the Red 

Queen’s insignia was promoted abroad thus, but no-one was buying. Everyone was whispering. 

And he too noted a market contracting to the letter from home, in briefer spasms and splutters. 

He too could see services grew more slipshod as servants grew more opportunistic, everywhere. 

It was galling. He had more competition it seemed, but not where it did him any good. 

The Red Queen’s banquets were legendary. It was an opportunity to share goods and customs, 

to display the traditional mix and style. But The Top Duke looked for something leaner for steak-

holders, a better return for ingestors and in guile. Ingredients were rationed, wages whittled, 

costs cut and cried. The result was predictably sour, a suite of suet and swill. It left an aftertaste 

of swindle and tilts upon the unpaid bill. The Red Queen was furious, saw black wherever The 

Top Duke went. She would not have him marry Princess Angela, see her a loan where his interest 

was spent. His greed belonged to another breed, a dark and dire estate and Angela’s desires 

must not exceed an heir-thrown designate. The Red Queen moved her hither and yon with an 

eye to a match in revenues, Angela plotted a woe bygone and a tryst among parvenus. The Top 

Duke was all enterprise and favours on the sly, he would see her rent The Red Queen and divide 
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spoils with a helpful spy. The Red Queen saw through the subterfuge, saw The Top Duke working 

whores. She must not begrudge the young their sport, must not confuse her cause. She must 

wait for costs to come to term, for a balance well-laid and loud, she knew the value of provisions 

and the disposition of the crowd. It was a waiting game of rooms, of walls and ears and sighs, 

but patience is a woman’s game that nurses spite where it applies. The Top Duke was unnerved 

at her laissez-faire, suspected his ground was giving, his grinding a risky affair. He pullouted out 

in time and tipped others to the trick, but his involvement was instrumental and lasted longer 

than his dick.  

The Red Queen spent more time in her counting house conferring with her council, four and 

twenty servants practised in disguise. She saw her realm was diminished by departures, divided 

allegiances and deepening debt while the Top Duke accrued staff in a stealthy shuffle of remits 

and royalties. His power would soon rival the Red Queen’s, yet hardly rested on servants or 

lands. All was in the paperwork, his network and commissions. Her council saw that she must 

carry the new economy into greater subtlety and secrecy in order to preserve the realm. They 

must deal with the Top Duke in just the way he dealt with her. It would be a marriage of 

convenience in so many words perhaps, with rumours among the attending few. But they meant 

business. Skilled and trusted servants would be quietly placed within his retinue to report on 

profit and its intricate trails of concealment. Services would be tactfully suggested for guarding 

and accounting for undisclosed holdings. Discretion was the better part of value. The Red Queen 

could no longer afford to collect tributes only from within her realm; that much was clear. She 

had to think more expansively. She must keep her Top Duke close, in order that her agents could 

draw closer and penetrate. She must resort to business practices to preserve traditional loyalty. 

That was the deal. 

The Top Duke sensed little losses in a big bird’s song. Stood in his garden before breakfast, knew 

the tune and hummed along. He hoped for loftier things from his trusted raven, found suspicion 

multiplied margins, divided dividends, subtracted a slice from the pie chart prize. He knew the 

signs, knew which side the bread was honeyed on, heeded hunches and skipped free lunches. He 

must not spook the flock. He had to remain one step ahead and off to the side. It would not do 

to dissolve the traditional realms in favour of leasing and loans with the banker to the stars. That 

went too far. It opened the door to too many other schemes. Competition would grow too 

savage, might be mistaken for war. The Top Duke needed loyalty that only came with land and 

land at hand, not some distant pie-in-the-sky retreat but land for the un-landed, the landing and 

dearly departing.  Land he could stand on and for at least. The Top Duke must be seen to 

support a realm in business, must balance tradition against enterprise, he realised, not unlike 

the Red Queen. Except that their priorities were reversed. For both, the lesson lay in knowing 

the difference between business and politics.  
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5 
La La was a tropical island paradise. The sky was a brilliant cloudless blue, the air warm and 

scented with fruit and blossom, vegetation seethed in a delirious range of greens and in the 

background the ocean sighed softly. Lotussia was situated at its northern tip, an exclusive resort 

that had started as an obscure tax haven and expanded to accommodate all those things that 

follow from notional wealth. But Wade and Nokan saw none of this when they landed sometime 

around one in the morning. They found themselves in a surprisingly long queue of flyers of all 

sizes, touching down at the local airport on a plateau, and scooting straight off the runway on a 

ramp that joined a passing highway and wound down to Lotussia on the coast. The going was 

relaxed, the scenery, glimpsed by streetlight, pleasingly rural. Small hamlets provided lodging for 

most of the foreign guest workers. Long dormitories formed squares beside rows of older 

houses. Next was the town of Noworris which catered for the waged community with 

supermarkets and the usual array of retail, bars, hotels and apartments. It still buzzed as they 

made their way up the main street. Wade noticed a number of larger vehicles swinging off to the 

right and heading back inland. There were signs, some sort of fair or festival. To the left, streets 

ran down to the shore, to piers, beaches and club houses. There were still stragglers wandering 

home, cars cruising. The difference, indeed the distance, between Noworris and Lotussia 

amounted to a long hill at the crest of which the idyllic bay of Lotussia lay revealed. A sharp 

descent was filled with apartments and holiday homes as they snaked down a deserted tree-

lined avenue where much was behind high walls.  

They could not call the Villa Loco at this hour obviously and looked for somewhere to park. They 

drifted through the centre of town, the usual prestigious brands and franchises, all the latest 

fashions, music and movies. Everything was in English. They might be anywhere. There was 

hardly anyone around, little traffic, although they saw several flyers drifting low overhead, 

enjoying privileged clearance. It was that kind of place. At the other end of the inlet the road 

wound back up into rolling hills that backed onto a bluff. This was not far from their destination 

and very exclusive. A couple of times small yellow security cars drifted past them dutifully 

scanning their clearance. Their screens exchanged curt authorisations. Wade searched for a park 

or picnic ground or something and was drawn further around the coast, up a steep twisting road 

with no streetlights, high walls and fences, forest. Their navigation screen eventually identified a 

suitable parking space in the darkness. Some buildings had been demolished and the cleared 

ground was used as a temporary car park, perhaps unofficially. Auto was unhappy with the 

surface but eventually permitted them rest on an old driveway. Courting couples seemed the 

only other beneficiaries, their stays brief. In the morning Wade and Nokan nursed cups of instant 

coffee and admired a view of the distant ocean with the door open, a warm breeze surging. 

Around nine Wade made the call.  

A slow-motion close-up of a beautiful young woman smiling with downcast eyes and shaking her 

head so that her hair swung back and forth across her face played in a loop while a voice (her 

voice?) quietly informed them that the studio of Ms Samantha Tigerant was currently 

indisposed. They could leave a message by clicking on her avatar – a graphic of a heavy-lidded 

eye with long curving lashes – or wait. The same message typed out as text while the voice 

hummed prettily. The wait was supposedly a queue, accompanied by an animation of pink and 

orange musical notes throbbing and embracing to generic cocktail hour jazz. Eventually it cut to 

a view looking down upon a spacious sunny room with a sink directly below, crammed with jars, 
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pots and paintbrushes. A voice echoed indistinctly off camera and then a woman in a paint-

daubed old shirt and tights with a light blue zebra pattern backed into view and swung around, a 

remote in her hand. She advanced toward the sink, looking up at the screen, puzzled. “Sorry - 

yes?” she asked Wade, waving the remote. “Good morning madam, we’re from OrDitz 

Retrievals, we’re here to collect a consignment from Mr Duprey.” “A consignment? Really? I 

don’t know anything about it.” “Is there anyone else there we can speak to?” No I’m the sole 

resident. I haven’t heard from Imre for a couple of months. What’s this about?” “You’ve had no 

prior communication from OrDitz?” “Absolutely none. What are OrDitz? Is this about the art 

fair?” “OrDitz conducts discreet debt recoveries on behalf of the European government. We 

were instructed that there were a number of wooden crates containing artworks awaiting our 

collection at this address.” “My artworks? Has Imre sold some of my work?” “I couldn’t say 

ma’am. We’re just the collectors.”  

She was in her late thirties or early forties with loose blonde hair bundled behind in a work scarf. 

Her big blue eyes scrutinised the screen with disarming confidence. The close-up on the message 

service could have been her, some years ago. “I’m sorry I can’t help you. I’ve no idea about 

Imre’s business affairs. I only know his art patronage. There’s been some mix-up obviously. And 

now, if you don’t mind – I have to get back to work.” She was about to end the message when 

Wade interrupted, “”I appreciate your time ma’am – Ms Tigerant – but would you mind very 

much allowing us a quick look around, just to satisfy ourselves that the consignment has not 

been misplaced?” He pleaded, with his special appealing look. She shifted her weight from one 

long leg to another. She wore paint-spattered trainers. “No I’m sorry, I’m in the middle of 

something and can’t be disturbed. I’m working. Not even the help come in on these days.” 

“You’re an artist?” “That’s right I’m a painter, you may have heard of me?” “I think I may have 

seen something on the web,” lied Wade. She was very beautiful, in an unattainably privileged, 

completely self-indulgent and hopelessly decadent kind of way. She thought for a moment. “I’ll 

tell you what I’ll do – I’ll show you over the place via the CCTV and you can quickly see for 

yourself that there is no place where a stack of wooden crates might have been placed without 

being noticed.” She pointed the remote at the screen and the picture jumped to a view from the 

other side of the studio – she in the distance, a line of enormous abstract canvases, supported 

by plastic crates around the walls. The centre of the room was a chaos of small tables and 

trolleys piled high with art materials, books, magazines, dormant screens, snack cartons and 

wrappers.  

She kept up a commentary of the position and number of cameras as she progressed throughout 

the three-storey mansion at an auctioneer’s rapid-fire pace, a certain proprietary glow rising in 

her tone. There were cameras everywhere. They were in every hallway, staircase, bedroom 

(there were five) bathroom (five), even toilet (five), in the two kitchens, dining rooms, three 

lounges or TV rooms, the three offices (one of them the security hub), two basements and sub-

basements, the rumpus room, the games room, billiard room, study, library, cinema, patio, 

laundry, veranda, changing room (for swimming pool or tennis court) and sauna. Then there was 

the two pergolas in the garden (front and back) the four garages and two storage spaces behind 

or beneath them. There was no sign of the consignment anywhere. And her house pride knew 

no bounds.  Wade and Nokan looked at one another. “I wish she’d stop. This isn’t proving 

anything...” said Nokan in a tiny voice at the back of his throat. “I wish she’d take off her top...” 

replied Wade in similar voice. “What was that?” The screen suddenly jumped back to the artist 

by the sink, one hand on her hip, the other weighing the remote. “You have a beautiful home Ms 

Tigerant; we were just saying your work must sell very well.” She eyed Wade sceptically. “How 

many of you are there?” “Just myself – Wade“, he pointed to his name tag, ‘Ward’, with ‘Looney’ 

scrawled in silver marker above it – “and my assistant Nokan.” Nokan obligingly leaned into view 

from Wade’s screen and pointed to his name tag, ‘Dhuski’. She nodded. “Look - this is always the 
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hardest part, always a struggle.” She shook her head agonisingly. “I work up to 18 hours some 

days, once I get going. But to get there, is... hard. The kids will be home on holidays next week so 

I just have to get this done now, today. So no. Sorry lads, not today.” As she gestured with the 

remote, it suddenly slipped from her grasp and clattered across the floorboards. She bent to pick 

it up, affording a glimpse of her shapely rear. Both men stifled a gasp. “What was that?” She 

stood up with a slight smirk, the remote in her hand. 

“Well if the consignment should turn up or you hear from Mr Duprey, I hope you’ll return our 

call, Ms Tigerant.” Wade worked his hopeful look. “Sam”, she lobbed back casually. “Thank you 

for your time, Sam”. She pointed back to them with the remote as affirmation and was already 

turning away as the message ended. Wade stormed outside to stand in the vacant lot, swept 

with wind and soaked in sun. “My god what a goddess! And we’re on first name terms! Did you 

notice that?” Nokan paused in the doorway. “That - was the woman of my dreams Dhuski,” 

Wade spun around, “My recent dreams, anyway. That – was what I deserve.” His two hands 

fondled the air hopelessly. Nokan nodded. “Have to hand it to that Stingray – he has taste.” He 

paused, reluctant to break the spell. “Do you want to talk to HQ about this?” “No, I do not want 

to talk to fucking HQ about this. But.... this is getting ridiculous.” Wade shook his head, studying 

the earth at his feet, picked up a crumpled flyer for burgers then strode back inside and dropped 

into his seat, hands dancing across the keyboard.  

The screen revealed Rose, as she rubbed her eyes with the palms of her hands and sighed. She 

had a long Asian face with very expressive mouth and brows. “Wade Ward -  as I live and 

breathe” she exclaimed wearily. “What’s up Wade?” “Rose – by any other name as sweet. We’ve 

got a no-show here in Lotussia, La La.” No-shows were not uncommon in Collection. It usually 

meant the case was then transferred to Intervention. Rose grimaced and set upon her keyboard 

“Let me see, let me see... what we’ve got – it’s... #026109C right?” Wade nodded. She consulted 

other screens, rubbing her temples as she read, rubbing her chin as she considered. “Well I can’t 

share this with you, but it says here Liaison has confirmed the collection’s arrival there and that 

they have an observation team on the ground - in Lotussia.” “At Villa Loco?” “Well no, see that’s 

the tricky part. That destination has a line through it.” “And no substitution?” “No, and I’m just 

not sure who struck it out... us or them... there’s no signature...” “So what do you want us to 

do?” “Just sit tight for the moment. We’ll have to get back to Liaison...” she was thinking through 

the process, with some misgiving.  “We’re on stand-by?” “Right, stand-by.” “Then I’d like to 

request additional hospitality expenses. This place is outrageously expensive. Even takeaways 

are 45 or 50 crowns for fucksake. How are we supposed to live?” “Ohhh I don’t know about that 

Wadey-poo. They’re onto us about our budget just now. Don’t know that I can honestly do it in 

the circumstances...” “But if we’re on stand-by we’re entitled to non-operational out-of-pocket.” 

“Well consider yourself on stand-down then.” “Stand-down! On just flat salary? In this place? Do 

you know what it’s going to cost us for just a day here?” “Oh don’t be such a drama queen. I 

know you boys hoard most of your exes anyway.” “We’re driving a vehicle probably worth three 

times your entire admin and you won’t even stretch to stand-by for a few hours? You people are 

incredible.” “We try Wade, we try. Suck it up big guy – gotta go...”  

They spent most of the day there on a vacant lot in the middle of nowhere waiting for a call that 

would set in motion their collection again. It never came. They ate and drank whatever 

refreshments they had stocked in Brexia and flicked through local channels and sites listlessly, 

arguing about the merits of Samantha Tigerant’s work, upon encountering her site. The work did 

not fetch the kind of prices that would assist Stingray’s liquidity problem much. They were big, 

splashy abstracts in a range of colours and shapes that suggested to some, ‘ample, generous 

figures in lush, extravagant surroundings’, administered with ‘a casual, peremptory flourish’, for 

others. There were no reviews, only press releases that stressed the ‘intuitive, spontaneous 
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qualities’, their ‘tasteful harmonies and relaxed structure’. Wade and Nokan knew nothing about 

contemporary art. The paintings all seemed more or less the same or formulaic, not particularly 

distinctive or striking. “Do you think she really works on them eighteen hours a day?” wondered 

Nokan. Wade laughed uncontrollably. Around three, Wade decided they better make plans for 

an overnight. The listings were predictably all very expensive. Eventually he found one in the hills 

behind Noworris. It was a ramshackle ‘motel’ built from converted freight containers and 

PortaCabins, a two-storey slab with a faltering mural of native birds in pale blue and fawn on the 

front with stairs at either end and a balcony for access. The whole was largely obscured by an 

enormous billboard. It’s most attractive feature was the ample parking lot in front. It was 

absolutely bottom of the range.  
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6 
Wade showed Nokan how to key in a destination and both were surprised as the bus rose 

vertically and started south. Their clearance had obviously been revised, at least for this journey. 

The motel was called Moto-Bodo and their room was tiny, hot, with a single bed, a kitchenette 

that was surprisingly clean and a bathroom and toilet that were not. “This is top of the range,” 

declared the toothless old Asian clerk, nodding sagely as he turned the key and pushed open the 

door, steadying himself as a blast of heat met them. He recommended shops at the bottom of 

the hill, owned by relatives. Nokan took a shower while Wade went in search of supplies. Nokan 

then went back to the bus in case there had been a message. There had not. The complaints 

about expenses probably seemed silly to HQ but Nokan could see that Wade still had not given 

up hope of one day clearing his debt and gaining freedom. That was an illusion. The debt would 

creep back up, somehow, it always did, until they were too old and useless to the organisation 

and then they would be abandoned to their freedom, when they were unable to do anything 

with it. It was a depressing prospect but one Nokan had contemplated many times. He no longer 

believed it was possible to repay his debt. There were always loopholes, revisions and catches. 

Their earnings were listed as ‘credit’ but this was no more than an accounting nicety. In truth all 

it measured was a temporary reduction of their debt.  

They ate reheated Chinese takeaways on the balcony, peering around one corner of the 

enormous billboard that dominated the top of the hill. Below lay most of Noworris and beyond, 

the pale ocean with a deepening sunset. “This is top of the range!” Nokan mimicked the old clerk 

and they both laughed. An exuberant group of young musicians with their gear in metal cases 

squeezed past them on their way to a room further along the balcony. They were diminutive 

Thais and Filipinos with names like Benz, Alon and Cesar. They spoke English and shared their 

knowledge of local cuisine. They were in town for gigs at a club and private parties in Lotussia, 

then a big party at the close of the art fair. The annual Lotussia-Cologne Art Fair was held at a 

vast exhibition centre to the south of them, its roof visible between hills. The closing party was 

legendary, would be massive. The fair only ran four days and ended tomorrow. It brought a lot of 

celebrities and guests to the island, a lot of extravagance. The five young men became grave and 

business-like. Two would DJ for a four hour set starting at five, two helped set up equipment and 

maintain it and one videoed. At the mention of an art fair Nokan caught Wade’s eye. They were 

both thinking about all the art being shipped in and out of Lotussia for the occasion. The group 

urged them to attend their set as they departed. Wade assured them they would try. 

“Come to think of it, Sam said something about an art fair...” He crumpled his empty noodle 

carton and finished his drink. “So... lots of art shipments coming and going just now... all very 

convenient.” “Very; and out of curiosity, does Stingray have a stake in any galleries participating 

in the fair?” “Liaison would know that kind of thing, I suspect.” “But Liaison so far are lying low.” 

“A little too low; I think it may behove us to make a few enquiries of our own.” Wade led the 

way down to the bus. Inside he explained the workstation opposite the door. Our Collection 

system won’t be much help with this kind of thing. We can only access some of HQ’s files. But 

this is something Phil set up (indicating the workstation) with his contacts in Liaison and here we 

might learn a little more about Stingray: art patron.” He sat down and opened the system, 

explaining its organisation. “Some of this you will know from Minder but there are some codes 

and passwords you’ll need every time here and here and then we get to this directory and then 

we want this case and then we want this folder and in that, a folder like... ‘Art Assets’... might be 
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something currently of interest and in that, a file titled ‘Holdings’ looks not un-promising.” 

Nokan stood behind him watching closely. Wade scrolled down a spread sheet for acquisitions 

and collections. “Now these” he highlighted. “suggest he regularly purchases from the Janos de 

Olah Gallery in New York and Vienna. Maybe a little too regularly... Let’s see if de Olah are 

showing at our little art fair, just for the sake of argument...” Another window and local search 

brought up a list of participants. “Bingo. Okay, well I think that might be our first port of call in 

the morning. What time does the place open? Eleven; well that at least gives us time for 

breakfast.” 

That night Nokan opted to sleep on the floor of the air-conditioned bus and Wade took the bed 

in the room. In the morning Nokan had doubts. “I don’t know Wade. We are on stand-down 

after all. You don’t think it might be better to steer clear in the circumstances? Let sleeping dogs 

lie, kind of thing?” “If I thought those dogs were actually sleeping and not just lying, I might be 

tempted Nokan. But experience has taught me anticipation is nine tenths of the game and 

survival is the best policy. And if we’re not being paid we should use our time profitably.” He 

changed into civvies – an Hawaiian shirt and chinos - and urged Nokan to do the same.  Nokan 

could only find an enormous brown t-shirt with ‘Boo Yakka’ in crumbling white letters on the 

front, black shorts that fell below the calf. Wade inspected approvingly and added green raffia 

sandals. They both donned shades. He then outlined the plan. He would wear a hidden camera 

and microphone and Nokan would observe from the bus, provide additional research when 

requested and back-up should Wade need it. Their ray guns must fit in their pockets when in 

short sleeves and Wade went over their operation and mechanisms. His camera was a tiny 

badge of a cartoon panda’s head, his microphone an attachment that replaced his translator 

behind his ear. Nokan could speak to him via this as well.  

This time they had to drive down into Noworris, their clearance obviously not sufficient for this 

route, then took a busy road inland through low hills and office blocks, the exhibition centre 

amply signposted. It was an imposing edifice roughly the size of an airline hangar with slightly 

more architectural merit. Just the appearance of their vehicle led parking attendants to flag it 

into the freight zone around to the rear, a series of rising terraces in rows, each with a little 

garden border. Manoeuvring was tricky. It was meant to be a kind of holding bay, while each 

transport awaited an appointed delivery or collection at the loading bay, but with the fair still 

underway parking was packed. Outside the wind brushed through shimmering saplings on a 

cloudless tropical day. They tested their equipment once more and Nokan requested a cold drink 

when Wade returned, having emptied the mini-bar during the night.  Wade kept up a discreet 

commentary as he headed around toward the entrance. His eyes were peeled for familiar faces, 

faces he wanted to avoid at all costs. Even when he only half-recognised someone, he turned 

and busied himself with whatever was at hand. He realised that even though he had turned his 

baseball cap inside-out and wore it backwards, it was not enough of a disguise. As he reached 

the entrance a couple leaving alerted his suspicion and he swung away abruptly taking an 

interest in a refreshments stand. He loitered, agonising over the options there, eventually buying 

a monster green Slurpee to reward the patience of the stall keeper.  He tentatively glanced over 

his shoulder to find the couple had also paused nearby. He sidled back the way he had come, 

eventually retreating all the way back to the bus, explaining to Nokan as he came.  

He handed Nokan the Slurpee and looked for a bigger hat. He departed with a straw beach-hat 

pulled well down. He passed unrecognised into the fair. Like any trade fair it was subdivided into 

booths with wide aisles between them running in a grid across the extensive floor plan. Wade 

had primed Nokan to provide rapid information on art world matters when needed. Nokan had 

screens dedicated to market prices, gossip on personalities and notices on rising stars, their 

recent exhibitions and allied curators. It was niche stuff he was not entirely comfortable with. 
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There were artists that just made stuff, old-school, then there were artists that found stuff and 

reorientated it in some way, called Ready-mades, artists that commissioned or designed works 

made by others, called fabrication, commission or sometimes readily-mades. Sometimes these 

just looked like ordinary stuff. There were artists that performed acts of physical or psychological 

endurance, often almost the equal of their audiences in galleries, specific sites and mostly 

recorded as videos or stills. These were sold in limited editions. There were artists that talked in 

unintelligible jargon (possibly gibberish) whose work in many cases comprised of similar text or 

minimal samplings of the layout thereof and were accompanied by long ‘statements’, 

interchangeable with the artworks. There were artists that hardly talked at all and regarded 

verbalisation as an unfair imposition. Their work may be intensely private or stridently political – 

sometimes both – but they remained essentially unapproachable. There were brief movements 

or schools that might find some shared, underlying characteristic to works, at least briefly, and 

these often excited the market inordinately, at least briefly. There were endless surveys of 

individuals and groups in public and privately sponsored ‘museums’ where work was not for 

sale, but tacitly seen as an overwhelming endorsement of an artist or group’s reputation and 

value. Effectively they were advertising and were often accompanied by lavish brochures.  

Wade shuffled through the fashionably attired crowds, muttering under his breath some phrase 

overheard or work that many had paused before. Nokan struggled to keep up, asking Wade to 

move closer or more directly in front of examples but the requests were rarely acknowledged. 

Finally Wade revised their plan and asked Nokan to simply respond to any important names or 

jargon he might catch in conversations, any works that looked important or familiar. Wade was 

mainly trying to find the Janos de Olah booth. There was a diagram in a brochure but it was 

difficult to follow. Toward the back of the fair he eventually saw the sign. To his surprise, the 

booth was entirely devoted to the work of Samantha Tigerant and the artist sat at the desk, 

studying her pocket screen. He had been expecting a booth of famous artists and to ask the 

attendant about local patrons. But that plan too was out the window. She was dressed in a 

canary yellow jacket and narrow skirt, cream blouse, matching heels, hair up and makeup. Yet 

still the booth was empty! He had to rapidly rethink his approach. What was he doing here? 

What was she? He decided to play the recent convert – the art tyro on a day off – in the hope 

she may lead him to greener pastures, privately if not professionally.  

He peeped over the top of his shades and smiled. She glanced back blankly. He took off the hat 

and shades and advanced; reminding her of their prior acquaintance and then launched into his 

pretext. He was unexpectedly in town for a few more days and was curious about the 

contemporary art world – knew very little but was interested in learning more. He was expecting 

her to probe for artist’s names but instead she rose nodding, extended her hand professionally 

and took an instructive line, a mentoring tone. He had probably noticed the local patrons were 

very enthusiastic and that prices were often bargains, bargains that drew collectors from far and 

wide. They were lucky, here in Lotussia. But he had to realise that an art fair was only one slice 

of the contemporary world. Works often worked less directly on other platforms, online and 

privately, built followings discreetly. A reputation was a stealth thing to start, curators would try 

and group or corral at some point, but that was no guarantee. The variables were incalculable. 

Wade studied her careful expressions and wished he had dressed sharper. Works here were 

mostly re-sales – returned or flipped by collectors after as little as six months, often to fund new 

enthusiasms. This tended to balance out the hype or promotion, prices rising and falling with 

volumes. This much Wade could easily understand, they had not gone anywhere near globalism, 

deconstruction or hermeneutics. She seemed a little resigned, perhaps cynical. 

He reported his surprise to find the whole of the booth devoted to her work and wondered if the 

gallery expected much of her? It had been a last minute decision. She had supplied works from 
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which Janos and Lotte were supposed to select one of two but instead they had decided on 

them all, even though they had brought a large shipment of other artists’ work with them. Wade 

sensed he was getting somewhere now, but had to tiptoe. She looked around the booth proudly, 

she was surprised how well her work held up in such mainstream company. This meant a lot to 

her development. He asked the whereabouts of Janos and Lotte and learned that they had had 

to depart suddenly and that Sam had ‘volunteered’ - she made inverted commas with her fingers 

and winced. She too had other commitments. Actually he had just missed Imre by a few minutes 

as well, she remembered, confirming a suspicion for Wade. He supposed she was a very busy 

lady and she laughed saying “not by choice” and that was just life with a shrug. He knew what 

she meant and wished he had more time for pleasure. She demurred, saying she never had to 

forgo pleasure, never would. It was all a matter of juggling. The looks now were more promising. 

He nodded. He got to see the sights and that was about it. His juggling was clumsy, landed him in 

trouble often as not. She had not got where she was by lying back and taking whatever came her 

way. When she saw what she liked she went after it with both hands. He could not help looking 

at her manicured hands and wondering about the things they had juggled. He could not help 

smiling as he wondered what it was like to be juggled for pleasure. Her advice was to be flexible, 

to take life as it comes more. He wanted that. He wanted more. She could understand. She had 

once had doubts, made mistakes. It took practice. Their eyes locked. He looked like he needed 

help. He did. He laughed. She laughed. She offered him a drink from a bottle of whiskey under 

the desk, produced two glasses. 
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7 
Nokan sucked the last of the monster green Slurpee noisily through a straw and dragged his 

headset off. There were no more questions. The Slurpee had been mostly ice with notional lime 

colouring.  He strolled outside in the bright breezy day for a while, imagining the rest of Wade’s 

conversation and realised he needed to pee. There were no conveniences in sight. The exhibition 

centre was a daunting trek. There were only the gardens around the edge of the parking 

terraces, laced with bushes and young trees. He leaned against a sapling as he relieved himself 

then realised people were approaching behind him. Of all times! He tried to rotate his position 

around the sapling with the trajectory of their passing, preserving at least a little discretion. But 

he could tell from the way their conversation died his subterfuge was not appreciated. Their 

footsteps slowed ominously. His head dropped in shame as an elderly lady denounced him as 

disgusting in a stage whisper, while he continued swivelling around the sapling by one hand, not 

daring to look over his shoulder. At least there was no run-off. He sat in the doorway of the bus 

with the empty monster beaker of waxed-card, too guilty now to just discard it. He looked at the 

delirious beaming cartoon character on the side and felt a dull irony.  

Between terraces there was a lateral footpath that followed the curve of the hill’s perimeter. He 

drifted along it, forlornly looking for a litter bin. It was pathetic but he wanted to make amends. 

There was something like a bin, coming into view and as he rounded more of the curve he could 

also see a young woman walking toward him, equidistant from the bin. They watched each other 

as they slowly converged, trees rustling and distant traffic, somewhere tropical birds twittering 

and squawking. They reached the litter bin at exactly the same moment and could not help but 

smile. There was no-one else around. It was the only litter bin as far as the eye could see, 

possibly on the entire island. He held up the Slurpee beaker and she the local tabloid with a lift-

out section on the famous art fair and some snack wrappers. They deferred to each other, finally 

Nokan went first. “Age before beauty,” he cited.  “Keeping paradise tidy” she remarked, eyeing 

the slogan around the rim of the bin as she deposited her litter. “Is that what we’re doing?” “As 

my boss would say, “we’re just playing along”” she dropped her voice playfully to underline the 

quote. “You’re part of the fair?” “A small part, a very small part, in the insurance side – just 

clerical stuff – on a rare day in the field.” “I’m in transportation. It’s thirsty work.” She smiled. 

Her name was Rita. She was slight with shiny black hair cut short and brown eyes. She looked 

vaguely familiar but she may have been just pretty in a fashionable way. Nokan may have just 

seen girls like her, but still, something clicked.  

She wore a plain blue dress with a high neck and short sleeves, a name tag announced Writer. 

She did not get out much, spent most of her time in Shanghai stuck at a desk. She looked 

somewhat prim, a little like a school prefect. As a favour to clients she and a team were here for 

the last two days, overseeing and assessing. It was a very risky business. He would know. He did 

know, but there was a lot he did not know about the art market. He did not know how it could 

continually absorb so much new art when it was also reselling it as well. Was it all in continually 

expanding circulation? Did none of it ever come to rest? Rita did not know about that either. 

They kept opening new museums but when was there ever time to go to them when there were 

so many other exhibitions? They both shrugged. History could not keep pace. It was a history of 

not keeping pace. They laughed. It was the way of the world now, he thought. There were no 

real foundations anymore just loopholes. She readily agreed. Everything seemed to be in play, 

there was no way to get bearings, to trust. They both nodded. He felt he should apologise for the 
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world he had created for her generation. She did not think he was the main cause and he 

laughed. No, he was a very minor contributing factor, but he felt things were so much harder for 

her age now. She countered they would see. There may be unforeseen opportunities – they 

must not be risk averse! She gave the phrase another playful emphasis. Just so long as we don’t 

offend anyone he joked, about to depart.  

Suddenly she drew his attention to a brilliantly coloured parrot in a tree overhead, hanging 

upside down from a flimsy bough to eat buds. The bird reminded her of one in a favourite TV 

series – Red Queen Yellow Queen – in which magical birds reported on treacherous moves in 

opposing realms. Nokan had been a regular viewer oddly enough, mainly due to limited social 

opportunity and insomnia. The series was more of a soap opera really, focussing on the love lives 

of the court but intrigues were handled on a more symbolic level, with rival queens receiving 

news of threats from a range of observant and loquacious birds, their plumage often marking 

their disguise or character. Rita was particularly taken with the multi-coloured Oscar, who often 

played the foolish extrovert while spying on subversive activities. Nokan’s favourite was Robyn, 

the little red-breasted serving hen, foraging scraps from garden teas inconspicuously. The birds 

sometimes suspected one another and spread their own malicious gossip but queens generally 

weighed the evidence shrewdly. The birds had to be careful. They occasionally conferred with 

one another, discussing the ways of the court hilariously. Wade and Rita each recalled favourite 

episodes, the laboured ‘ye olde’ language and faux medieval music.  Both were taken with their 

unlikely correspondence in this, without quite remarking upon it. It hung there between them, 

urged them on. The talk drifted to other topics, favourite animals, foods, movies, music. Both 

were drawn to escapism, fantasy, favoured elegant plot and legendary figures. It was an 

engrossing conversation in ways neither could really explain. Finally Rita’s pocket screen 

signalled and she quickly read a text, eyes widening, mouth grimacing, her head shaking with 

resignation. She explained she was late and had been missed. But it had been fun.  

Nokan watched her hurry away back out of sight. He too had lost all track of time and had to 

think where exactly the bus was parked. He retraced his steps, still thinking where he may have 

seen Rita before, surely on a screen somewhere. He climbed back up through the garden, 

opened the door of the bus and discovered it had been filled with eight wooden crates, each 

1.75 X 1.5 X .94 metres. Things had been moved around, some of the crates were laid on top of 

one another, but it was pretty much as they had planned. There was no-one around though and 

he could find no message. How long had he been gone? He consulted his watch, maybe forty 

minutes? Surely not; but surely anyway. At first he assumed it was another change of plan by 

Wade, but he was nowhere to be found. Typically, his pocket screen was turned off and his 

earpiece no longer responded. Nokan resorted to contacting HQ, introducing himself to Basia, an 

imperious face with swept back hair and prominent teeth. She took time to find case #026109C 

but was familiar with Wade’s foibles. “I could try locating him by his ID?” It looked like he had 

just exited the exhibition centre and was heading Nokan’s way. He thanked her. He greeted 

Wade from the doorway, upturned hands spread before him. Wade looked nonplussed. Nokan 

gestured to the crates. Wade smelt of whiskey and wanted to know what the gefuck had 

happened? This was the part Nokan was dreading. He explained his trip to the litter bin, his 

meeting with Rita, that had dragged on, maybe half an hour... “Half an hour?” echoed Wade. 

“She must have really been something.” “Well no, I think we were both just bored really.” Nokan 

hated the way it sounded. Wade inspected the cargo. Whoever had done this had worked 

quickly and professionally. They would have had to use the rear hatch, something Nokan had no 

idea about. Still, with a fork lift or pallet jacks and two or three practiced hands, it was do-able if 

you had access codes. But what the hell as going on? Nokan explained he had contacted Basia 

but hadn’t wanted to tell her anything until he’d spoken with Wade.  
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Wade grunted derisorily and sunk into his driver’s seat, puffed out his cheeks and exhaled 

through pursed lips. “Let’s just think about this for a moment. We’re on stand-down, so we’re 

not players for the moment. HQ probably doesn’t know or care where exactly we are in Lotussia. 

Liaison we know are here somewhere, but they’re not talking to us either. Strictly they’re not 

allowed to – have to go via HQ – but even so, there are unofficial channels.” He nodded to the 

workstation behind him. “Then there’s Stingray who we know is or was here – I’m pretty sure I 

spotted him leaving the fair, actually. Why would Stingray have the stuff stowed directly here 

and not at Villa Loco? How would he know we were here? Plus he’d have to get access codes for 

the bus from Liaison anyway. He might want to bypass Liaison, but I don’t see how he could. 

Unless he has contacts in HQ, which is, as you know, paranoid. So let’s assume Liaison have done 

this as some kind of shortcut in consultation with Stingray. Are we supposed to just acknowledge 

receipt with HQ and fly off back to Stephenson? Not while we’re still on stand-down, I say.” “So 

what do we do?” asked Nokan meekly. “We wait for HQ to upgrade our standing, for them to be 

informed of Liaison’s shortcut, confirm that with us and then direct us to Stephenson.” He made 

his way over to the repositioned mini-bar and poured himself a whiskey, offered one to Nokan. 

“On flat pay we play it by the book.” 

“This is so weird, so complicated and dangerous,” complained Nokan. “Patience my friend, 

patience...” counselled Wade as he surveyed the contents of his locker with a disappointed eye 

then returned to his seat and rattled away on his keyboard, setting the bus in motion. “There’s 

no point worrying about things beyond our control”. Wade was more concerned with booking 

himself into the Novi-Raffles, an exclusive hotel in the heart of Lotussia. He had told Sam he was 

booked there. Once the bus was underway he moved to the workstation and advised Nokan not 

to watch as he illegally transferred credit from a black site to his own account. “This is not 

something I do regularly. I just want to say this is the first time I have actually used my own 

account” he added with a faint touch of pride. “I just... oil a few wheels now and again, 

basically...” His hope was that OrDitz would overlook it since it would only be there a matter of 

minutes. He paid for a room in the Novi-Raffles, began looking at menswear sites. “I don’t want 

to appear too...” “Poor?” suggested Nokan. “Slack or déclassé, you know? I might not have taste, 

but I’ve got to look like I can afford it.” They both studied the online catalogue. “Don’t try and 

dress too young or trendy” was Nokan’s advice, on seeing where Wade’s interests drifted. 

“Really rich guys go with a conservative look. Just look around you.” They were passing through 

the well-heeled streets of Lotussia. “Taste starts with restraint.” Wade was a little crest-fallen. 

“Okay I want to look quiet...  but... hip.”  

Their bus drew up to the busy curb outside the Novi-Raffles. “Do you really think this is wise, in 

the circumstances? Nokan had to ask. The door opened and Wade turned to him. “Nokan I am in 

love. You can’t ask me to be wise as well.” He stepped out. Wade had agreed to turn on his 

pocket screen and they would share any news but Nokan felt abandoned. He took the bus back 

to the Moto Bodo, stopping briefly for supplies. His credit was not going very far, even at the 

cheap end of town. He called HQ wondering about a credit advance, given the expenses of 

Lotussia. A plump lady named Lorraine was trying on a sun visor and tossed it away laughing to 

someone off camera. She had a square ruddy face with eyes like tiny buttons. Her frizzy hair 

looked like it had been electrocuted. She listened frowning, explained it was irregular given his 

recent registration; would have to get back to him. He asked after Suzie, why was Suzie absent? 

Lorraine looked at him, a little surprised and thought for a moment. “Suzie? I think she’s out in 

the field this week...” and smiled politely.  

That night he spent a lot of time in the bus’s system, including the workstation. He was looking 

for a way to alter the bus’s access codes. The thought of others tracking him and having access 

to the bus was deeply disturbing. He could not sleep – here or in the stuffy motel room. The 
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codes would take time to alter, must be sent to the makers and then their satellite. Would it do 

any good with such a delay? Nokan looked around for what else might help. He kept his ‘editor’ 

close at hand. He had been issued a pocket screen with the usual applications. His pocket screen 

at Minder had been so restricted he’d hardly ever used it. Back at the workstation he discovered 

surprising options through Liaison’s network, access to other areas, through trial and error with 

Wade’s long list of codes and passwords. They were food for thought for the moment. All he 

could really do was try and keep busy. In the morning there was a message when he came back 

from showering. Wade told him to get over here he could take a real shower in the Novi-Raffles. 

Wade had had a haircut – a stylish one - and insisted it was necessary. The plan was he would 

meet Sam for lunch at the yacht club. “The Yacht Club”, Wade intoned. She was a member. 

Stingray had a yacht. He suspected that was how the shipment may have arrived or was 

supposed to depart and winked.    
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Nokan’s head spun with the plotting options. The yacht club was around the inlet to the north, 

about seven or eight blocks from the hotel. It would take about seven minutes to drive. Wade 

could have walked, but as usual it was warm and he didn’t want to be hot and clammy when he 

arrived. He was dressed in bone-white trousers and jacket, a dark blue designer polo t-shirt, dark 

blue loafers, straw trilby at jaunty angle and shades. He would have looked better a few kilos 

lighter but overall the look worked and he knew it. The plan was for Nokan to drop Wade off a 

block or so from the yacht club, in case he was observed. He would contact Nokan with further 

developments, but it was safe to assume he and Sam would remain in the club for a couple of 

hours. Nokan drifted, looking for parking.  At least Wade wasn’t wearing that stupid hidden 

camera and earpiece. That left Nokan free to fret. Why had HQ not contacted them yet? Why 

had Liaison not made themselves known, even unofficially? And why had they not presumably, 

contacted HQ? He eyed every passer-by as a potential OrDitz agent and felt like a sitting duck. 

Actually the bus was hardly out of place in downtown Lotussia where all the traffic was the latest 

and most prestigious makes. But what was really happening? How could Wade flirt with 

Stingray’s girl, not knowing where exactly the ruthless villain may be lurking? For that matter, 

what was Sam playing at, flirting with a private collector when her main patron was somewhere 

in the vicinity?  

It was a murky, murky world with so many ulterior motives Nokan yearned for the simplicity of 

Red Queen Yellow Queen. A map of available parking suggested vacancies were more promising 

away from the beachfront and so he drifted back up a gradual incline for a few blocks out of the 

city centre, into a sort of diplomatic zone with embassies, consulates and legates with little 

national flags and coats-of-arms over gates to stately townhouses. There was off-street parking 

behind a supermarket and drink store that fitted the bill and he pulled in, sat there trying to 

guess what day it was. The La La calendar said it was Saturday, 1.38 pm. Finally he got out and 

strolled back to the street. The supermarket was on a corner and he wandered around it, noting 

a big park and gardens opposite. There were small shrill birds darting in a cloudy sky today and 

the sense of approaching rain. When he reached the next intersection, the park continued 

across a t-junction. As he crossed the street he noticed Rita in a parked car. The car was facing 

away from him and it was only the back of her head but somehow he instantly knew. She did not 

see him approach until he was at her window. She was alone at the wheel, listening to the radio. 

He tapped on the window and she wound it down surprised. “Small world” he smiled before 

dodging around in front of the car to avoid passing traffic. She climbed out laughing and joined 

him on the footpath. She was waiting indefinitely again, this time outside the home of an 

important government minister. Her boss and others from her team had joined the minister in a 

surprise flight down to the nation’s capital, Lova Lava at the southern end of the island.  

Rita didn’t know what she was supposed to do, but wait. She shrugged with exasperation. Today 

she was wearing a dark green cotton dress with a crimson name tag of Reader. Nokan looked 

around, suggested a cup of coffee or something. The street was residential and the corner 

offered only the supermarket and drink store a block away. Rita nodded toward the park. It 

sloped down away from the street and somewhere further in there was a fun fair. They could 

hear all the usual rides and music through the greenery and above the trees could see the top of 

a Ferris wheel. There was sure to be something there. They crossed the street and started down 

a path through trim lawns and enormous exotic trees.  The fair marked some seasonal pivot and 
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attracted families and school groups, much like anywhere. They talked about how much they 

enjoyed the sense of leisure or free time, of being beyond routine or expectation. She turned to 

him after a while and asked how much debt he had. He looked away, a little embarrassed and 

answered that it would be a lot more than she had. “But you’re lodged, right? You’re owned?” 

“Owned or leased makes little difference.” “True. So what was your sin?” “Do you really want to 

know?” “Is it so bad?” “I struck my wife in a fierce argument, she took out a court order and I 

lost my job when it became known. I had maintenance payments I couldn’t meet then and I 

resorted to embezzling and got caught.” “So you had compound debt?” “Have compound dept - 

to the max. That was about seventeen years ago. My daughter would be almost your age now.” 

“Do you still see her?” “I haven’t seen her for about ten years - her choice.”  “How’s the credit 

going?” “I hardly bother to look.” She looked down at her feet as they walked.  

“This is my fifth year. I’m twenty-seven. I and two friends hacked a university’s exam papers and 

results for profit and got caught. The other two testified against me for personal reasons. That 

was for starters. I then blackmailed the head of the department over related matters and got 

caught.” “How steep can that be?” “When he has judicial connections and a lot of guilt already – 

surprisingly steep.” “Who owns you?” I’m lodged with... a financial body, let’s say. I almost had a 

very good degree in accounting, but it’s not what you know, of course...”  They reached the fair 

and found a refreshments trailer, sat at a bench side by side with Styrofoam cups of coffee. The 

surrounding din only accented the heavy atmosphere. “There are other issues,” she said after 

sipping. “Harassment?” “Big time”. There was another pause for drinking. “There are better 

positions, better conditions, but...” “They come at a cost.” She nodded. A crowd of black birds 

fluttered around crumbs on the ground and vacant benches. They both watched, reminded of 

the same thing. “I’ve known those predatory men – luckily it’s not something I’ve had to contend 

with,” he volunteered after a pause. “It’s not just the men” is all Rita would say, finishing her cup 

and looking away. Nokan noted that, saved-as. He looked around at the fair, the crowd and the 

rides; there was something in the air, definitely. They deposited their cups in a bin, she going 

first with a little knowing grin. She hesitated, not knowing how to continue the conversation, 

whether or not to just leave. He suggested a ride on the Ferris wheel, regarding it mischievously. 

She looked at him, confused. “Come on, we could both do with a little lift, don’t you think?”  

The wheel carried them slowly aloft in a flimsy two-seater sling, beneath them the whole of the 

fair was gradually revealed. A wind buffeted them as they came to rest near the top of their 

rotation. They gripped the poles on the sides of the sling and exchanged challenging looks. “I 

don’t know how much I should...” She started to say. He waited and waited. “I don’t know... 

how... much... longer I can... stand this.” She said finally. ‘’The debt?” She nodded then shook 

her head, near tears. “I know how you feel. Every day a little less life left to you.” “All we do is 

work.” “And wait”. “You know, I look at my colleagues that are free, and the privileges and 

favours they enjoy – the lives they lead! The pleasures and satisfaction! And it just drives me.... 

crazy. I try and think of ways out, of switching or rigging the credit, of just escaping somehow. 

But I can’t find a way by myself. It can’t be done without help and even then, how could you 

hide? What disguise could you use? Where could you go where they could not reach you? How 

much would it be worth?” Nokan could have told her pretty much exactly how much but he 

remained silent. He was almost afraid to admit to himself how much he shared her hopes. He 

looked down at his feet. The wheel resumed turning and they now looked inward, to its 

supporting struts and central axis. Lofty prospects exchanged for inner workings.  

As they left the fair the sky began to rumble, clouds had grown darker. They both checked their 

pocket screens as a diversion. There was another text message for Rita, this one not urgent but 

read carefully and nothing for Nokan but an endless stream of office memos from unknown 

staff. As they reached her car the first heavy drops began to fall. They hardly knew what to say 
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to one another now and she climbed in with a wave and drove away leaving a grey sky falling 

fast. Nokan was still fiddling with his pocket screen, trying to delete all the messages, but had 

the presence of mind to take a quick shot of the rear of her car, including the licence plate. He 

raced back to the bus in the worst of the downpour, steam rising from the asphalt and bitumen, 

rain pounding furiously. He felt like the steam might as well be rising off him. When he opened 

the door of the bus his other hand was on his ‘editor’. He didn’t know what to expect. But the 

crates were still there, there were no visitors, no signs of a visit. He stripped off his wet clothes 

and put on his uniform, dropped into the swivel chair at the workstation rubbing his head with a 

towel. The Liaison codes allowed him to check the local police database for licence plates. Rita’s 

car was on hire and currently parked on level three of the underground carpark at the Novi-

Raffles Hotel. That was interesting. A name check with the registry found no match. Another, 

trickier access showed her on the CCTV in the carpark only minutes before, then in the lift, 

pressing what, after several replays, looked like the button for the sixth floor. A check of the 

cameras on that floor for about that time soon showed Rita exit the lift and turn right. No 

camera was close enough to show exactly which door she stopped at, but there were at most 

four possibilities. Another check of the registry revealed a blocked identity and booking details 

on suite 608. In place of a name was an icon of a red crown. That was interesting. 

Nokan leaned back in his chair, thinking hard. Rita said she was lodged with a ‘financial body’. 

Could that be OrDitz? Did OrDitz have offices in Shanghai? A check revealed it had subsidiaries 

there. Now he was as paranoid as Wade. Yet the coincidences were ominous. Was she a decoy 

or bait for him? Trying to entrap him? It hadn’t felt like that. It hadn’t felt that good. He found 

the number for 608 but hesitated to call. Was Rita visiting or staying there? He tried a different 

tack and searched for Liaison’s team in Lotussia. He could access their operations directory, 

pretending to be Wade pretending to be Phil, and he could access logged messages but 

matching locations was tricky. What he could glean at length from global positioning of 

messages was that a team was staying at the yacht club or aboard a yacht. That was troubling 

given Wade’s lunch date, but confirmed Nokan’s suspicions that Rita and her associates in the 

Novi-Raffles were probably not Liaison. They might be from Intervention, or, they might be - 

given Rita’s remark about women – a team from HQ itself. That was Nokan’s hunch. It was dark 

outside now and the rain had passed. Parking restrictions had lapsed and since Nokan was still 

expecting to hear from Wade as to whether he was to collect him at some point, he decided he 

might as well wait there. Puddles reflected streetlights and the occasional passing traffic. Nokan 

ventured outside, nervously. The light at the rear entrance to the supermarket was still on and 

he decided to pick up a takeaway. As he paid he was again alarmed at how little credit he had 

left. As he turned to leave he got a call. Wade grinned in a darkened passage, with recessed wall 

lighting. “Sorry for the delay” he whispered. “I’ve been waiting for a suitable pause in the 

entertainment” and leered knowingly. He appeared to be wrapped in pale purple sheeting. 

“Lunch was interesting and we came back to her place a while ago. We’re getting by without the 

help just nicely.” His eyes lit up. “Other stuff has happened that I’ll tell you about tomorrow. Skip 

the motel and take the room at the Novi-Raffles – I’ll make the arrangements. Speak to you 

tomorrow!” He winked conspiratorially.  
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9 
Nokan sat in his driver’s seat eating a lukewarm takeaway. He did not like the option of a room 

in the Novi-Raffles for the night. He could not call Wade back and explain without risking 

interrupting something. That was obvious. For the moment he was not going anywhere. He 

looked at the number for suite 608 on one of his screens. He wondered if he could find Rita’s 

pocket screen number. He had no idea what he would say to her if he could. He moved over to 

the workstation and perused Liaison’s directories. They were so sprawling and egregious it was 

obvious the department was out of control. Did HQ realise? Then it occurred to him Liaison 

would surely have sized up HQ as well. Their tentacles would not respect headquarters anymore 

than they respected anything else. He began to look for some backdoor Liaison might have on 

HQ. He found a folder marked Field FeedbackUp Follow. In it were folders for the various 

headquarters in Stephenson, Brussels, Seattle and St Petersburg. In each was a log of satellite 

transmissions – millions of them. Monitoring all that would be a fantasy of trawling. Dates 

narrowed it down for him then it was a matter of matching codes to locations. Co-ordinates for 

The Novi-Raffles had a steady stream over the last few days. There were five numbers active 

from Thursday but only three from today. Then he found location co-ordinates for Rita’s parked 

car outside the Minister’s residence – that was a local search - and looked for a match. The 

whole thing took a few of hours and a lifetime of dedication but he had the Red Queen’s number 

at the end of it, or whoever had called Rita from the Novi-Raffles, and Rita’s number receiving 

the call outside the Minister’s residence at 16:19. His satisfaction was tempered by a dull 

foreboding. 

The more he thought about what he might say to Rita, the more precarious his own position 

seemed. The more he was drawn back to the workstation, to exploit still further clearances and 

passwords through Liaison, onward and outward, corrupting and conspiring, presuming and 

pretending. He was not even trying to cover his tracks or rewrite anything there – he doubted he 

could really. He was just walking through doors, taking in the view, waiting for oblivion. One 

clearance he had added was for flying in Lotussia. They now had a third level clearance, pretty 

much good for anything but national emergencies. It had not occurred to him how they might 

use it, but as Liaison fingered so much of the local government’s regulations and settings, he 

could not resist. All day he had been watching flyers drifting by overhead, rising and descending 

in parking lots like big birds. Then he remembered watching them land and take off busily from 

the roof of the Novi-Raffles yesterday. They were probably VIPs here for the art fair then, but 

that was over and he realised the traffic would be lighter up there now. In the back of his mind 

he toyed with Ward’s offer of the hotel room.  

It wasn’t rest that beckoned though but the proximity to suite 608. Wade’s room was 322, 

around the back where the only window was onto an air shaft. It was a big hotel that took up 

most of the block above street level. It was five star in online guides but Wade’s room was entry 

level minus. Nokan was picturing himself descending from the rooftop and heading straight to 

608, his ‘editor’ up his sleeve. He would confront them there in his uniform, even the baseball 

cap. He would look ruthless and decisive. But who exactly did he expect to answer? What did he 

expect to say? “I have come for Rita.” It wasn’t even clear that Rita was on the level. He had a 

fantasy of somehow rescuing her from endless debt, but why would she trust him? She had said 

she did not believe in friends anymore, for just that reason – she could not trust them. Why had 

that not sunken in? What if it had all been a story to tempt or waylay him? What if the suite was 
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filled with crate-hefting thugs with their own ‘editors’? It was a ridiculous scenario. Was he just 

going to start blasting as the door opened? He realised the fantasy was too risky and probably 

implausible. Yet he could not stop thinking about going there, somehow addressing Rita, just 

one more time. What he really wanted was the chance to state his case, to be seen in a bigger 

picture. 

It was quite late now and he keyed the bus to fly downtown, just to cruise around at a discreet 

height. It rose languidly and turned toward the ocean. Nokan looked down on the Novi-Raffles 

rooftop as he passed, there were plenty of parking spaces. The city centre was only about four 

or five blocks in each direction, extending down to the seafront where an esplanade stretched 

north to the yacht club and a crowded marina, a maze of piers and jetties. At the far end were a 

series of sleek ocean liners, for some reason counted as yachts and floodlit for effect. Most of 

the moorings were the traditional masted variety, although none exactly modest in scale or 

presentation either. Beside the yacht club there was considerable police activity, flashing blue 

and red lights played across the stucco facade of the distinguished building, possibly a 

repurposed colonial institution from a bygone century or cunning replica. There was an 

ambulance (probably a flyer) and four police cars. Police were cordoning off an area right down 

to the waterfront as crowds assembled from nearby clubs and bars. Lotussia’s second biggest 

industry was celebrating. In the other direction, the esplanade swept south to a large parking 

area and ferry terminus. By day there were tours out to smaller uninhabited islands where 

people spent their time ecstatically fishing or snorkelling according to the advertising. Elsewhere 

it dared visitors to take their 4X4 and wilfully desecrate beach wildernesses to blaring dance 

tunes. A roaring barbecue awaited them after, possibly anticipating hell. At this hour the place 

was deserted and largely in darkness. Finally Nokan worked up the courage to land at the Novi-

Raffles. He ought to have been pleased with his growing mastery of the job’s hardware and 

software but all he felt was stress. 

The landing was straightforward; the view pleasant. The building was only ten floors. That was 

about as tall as buildings got in Lotussia, at least so far. It was a balmy night as he walked to the 

entrance. He ran his finger across his name tag and doors opened, a lift was available. He stood 

there for some time staring at the floor numbers, eventually he poked three. He was furious 

with himself as he closed the door to Room 322 quietly behind him. He was such a coward. The 

room showed no sign of Wade’s stay. Nokan stood by the bed looking at the phone. He had 

looked at it earlier that day as a kind of quaint relic, a piece of calculated period decor along with 

the furnishings. But then as he had inspected it he realised it was actually very sophisticated, 

with a screen projected from the hand-piece and many options on the ingenious number pad. In 

particular he had noted a timer for messages, or a way of programming a message to be sent at 

an appointed time, or repeated at appointed intervals. If his pocket screen had this option he 

had been unable to find it. In pondering possible approaches to Rita, he had recalled this and 

decided it was perhaps his safest avenue. He had spent time composing a text message that he 

would send after a suitable delay allowing him time to leave the hotel. He had to assume they 

would track him through the hotel’s CCTV, just as he had tracked them. But at least he would 

have a head start. 

Hi Rita 

I know where you are and I want to help you escape. If you really want to. 

Drive down to the south end of the esplanade. 

I will waiting there at 2.45. I have a plan but it may be dangerous. 
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I too am tired of my debt and desperate. 

Your friend, 

ND 

He read it over yet again, wishing it sounded more polished or something. It seemed clumsy but 

it was no good going into a lot of detail if she wasn’t really up for it. He set the timer and left. He 

had given himself plenty of time to position the bus in a dark alley off the end of the esplanade 

and to watch for any accompanying reinforcements or ambush. He was in no doubt the trouble 

he may be making. His main hope was that resetting the bus’s codes may slow down his 

detection, if that had kicked in by now. It was a slim hope. He sat there staring out of the graphic 

modelled windscreen at the orange lit empty esplanade and beyond that a black ocean and sky. 

Time ticked by. There was no suspicious activity, apart from down at the yacht club where a 

couple of news flyers buzzed above the flashing lights. He saw no furtive marksmen taking up 

positions, no mysterious hovering flyers with blinding searchlights. Nothing. The time drew near. 

Eventually a taxi drove straight across the street almost to the railings and stopped. After a 

pause Rita alighted, looking around and the taxi returned the way it had come. She was wearing 

a black dress with no name tag and a white lace collar. Her face seemed especially pale. Nokan 

watched in close-up and waited until the taxi was out of sight before advancing. He flashed his 

nose light quickly as he approached. She turned to watch. He drew up beside her and opened 

the door. After a pause she stepped aboard and looked around, taking in the crates and lockers. 

“Welcome aboard” he said, craning his neck around from the driver’s seat. She looked scared. “I 

couldn’t get the car,” she explained nervously. He nodded to Wade’s seat and asked if she was 

ready. She sat down opposite him and looked at him evenly. “I’m ready.” 

The bus rose slowly and headed straight out over the ocean into darkness, slowly rising and 

accelerating. Their course would take them all the way up into space, to one of the smaller, 

private space stations with whom he had made an appointment. He would use their cargo to pay 

for a complete disappearance, new identities, a return to a far flung corner of the world, like a 

witness protection programme. It had been done before. Their debt would be cancelled 

eventually – EU – Expense Unjustified – or not worth the expense of recovery. She studied him 

silently. She looked comfortable. “Your real name is George Pringle” she said, “Why did they call 

you Nokan Dhuski?” He explained that in negotiation he was in the habit of just saying “No can 

do,” and driving a hard bargain. He was perhaps just stubborn. Eventually colleagues called him 

‘No-can-do-ski’ and the spelling just evolved with usage. Nicknames were like that. She 

continued to just watch him. He was aware that this may all still be a ruse; that he may be 

carrying with him the seeds of his own destruction, possibly others. But he would not have it any 

other way now.  
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Wade approved of the yacht club. He mounted the broad steps of the old white colonial-styled 

building and passed through a colonnade into a cool dark foyer. He reported to a pert 

receptionist in a crimson uniform and cap and was ushered through to the dining room – pretty 

much an exclusive restaurant. It was a bright high-ceilinged room with fans and superb view of 

the marina below through French windows. He was seated at a table beside the long windows. 

Sam arrived minutes later and kissed him of the cheek. The meal was light, seafood Hors 

d’Oeurves and salad, punctuated by a sparkling white wine and shy greetings from respectful 

regulars. Sam was well known. Wade had no idea toiling eighteen hours a day allowed such a 

rounded social life. She looked stunning, her hair restyled, a bold orange and brown floral print 

dress, necklace – surely not pearls? – and pale orange gloves. Gloves! They talked art again. 

Wade had come prepared with names and titles and generally she was enthusiastic; later 

confiding her reservations and dilemmas as they worked their way through a second bottle. At 

length he felt he had to ask about her husband, to be told flatly that “Lowlife” was setting sail 

this afternoon and good riddance. She nodded towards an enormous black liner at the 

outermost reaches of the marina. “That’s his?” he asked, scrutinising. She shrugged, “Kind of”. A 

mechanical loader was pivoting to and fro. There were crates. 

The conversation folded back onto Wade, his career as pilot and developer, his dabbling in 

politics and art transportation. There were jokes, witty anecdotes and her smile grew broader 

and lingering. The afternoon drifted, shadows swung across the room and eventually she 

suggested they move on. He reminded her he was at the Novi-Raffles only for her nose to 

wrinkle slightly, admitting she hated that place and preferred to go back to hers. They took a cab 

up there, passing through the enormous sliding gates of the Evermore Estate and on to the Villa 

Loco. They wandered into the large studio in one wing with views of distant gardens now draped 

in long shadow. She was explaining hesitation and revision in ‘works on paper’ to him when he 

realised he had paint on the sleeve of his jacket, with some annoyance. She instantly drew near 

to inspect, assuring him it was gouache and would wash out. “Gouache” he repeated Goofily. 

She then insisted he remove it so she could soak it immediately. “Immediately!” she echoed, 

pushing it off his shoulders and wrenching it from his arms, then running her hands down his 

polo shirt from behind, “Is there anything else, I wonder...” she purred, spinning him around and 

then running them back up to meet his eyes, scorching, for their lips to slowly meet, tongues a-

tangoing. One finger swiped a wet gouache and poked his shirt. “Off!” she ordered. “Off!” doing 

the same to his trousers. He responded dipping his finger in the paint and anointing her dress. 

“Off!” They both stripped, laughing with more “Offs!” to their underwear. Then she scooped up 

her bundle and raced away “”Quick we must soak them immediately!” “Immediately!” laughed 

Wade gathering his scattered items and chasing. They thundered down the echoing corridors 

and up stairs, their crazy laughter ringing through the empty mansion. Finally she flung open a 

door and charged into a bedroom, dropping her bundle and launching herself across a large 

double bed. “Immediately!” 

It was dusk when he awoke to find Sam gone, along with his clothes. His head spun as he stood, 

looking around dazed. He dragged a lilac sheet around him like a toga and wandered out, called 

after her. There was no response. Corridors ran for miles, he had no idea where he was. The call 

of Sam became a call of “Sam-an-thaaaa” with an increasingly operatic trailing note as he 

trooped along aimlessly. Finally he resorted to something closer to a hog call with “Here Sammy-
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sammy-sammeeee!” to eventually detect a distant reply that subsequent calls could more 

accurately locate. He passed down stairs, was vaguely heading to the rear. She appeared in a 

doorway wearing leopard-skin jeggings and a red halter top. She had a voluptuous figure. “You 

see before you a laundress of unrivalled efficiency.” She handed him a plastic bag containing his 

pocket screen, card and ‘editor’ with a wink.  In the room a washing machine hummed. It was 

like a complete launderette in there. “Are you hungry? I feel like something. This is all working 

for me, you know, how about you? Let’s go to the kitchen.” She led the way explaining his 

clothes would take a while, the least she could do was put together some sort of dinner. He 

needed to make a couple of calls while she decided on the pantry’s options. She was an 

underrated cook, in her humble opinion. Underrated and under-used, that was the story of her 

life. 

The meal was a slow and chaotic affair, beginning with spaghetti in a surprise sauce of pork 

mince, stewed sour plums and green tomatoes accompanied by a robust red wine. That was 

followed by a dessert of mango gelato decorated with children’s coloured gums and 

accompanied by a sec sparking white wine, possibly from Chile. To finish there was a variety of 

New Zealand cheeses and brandy. The talk grew more expansive and incoherent. There was 

another visit to the studio where they collapsed on a grubby couch together, wrapped in a drop 

sheet and passed out. In the morning they eventually disentangled stiffly, he more than she. She 

patted his leg consolingly and stumbled toward the door. Just then two tall men in Italian suits 

and sunglasses appeared in the doorway. They were not friendly. Sam drew back, startled. “I 

hope we’re interrupting something,” the first one said, stepping forward and folding his arms 

with a smirk. Sam demanded to know who they were, how they had gained entry. “We’re the 

police,” he said “But we forgot to bring our badges and shit.” She rejected that because she 

knew the local police, from the top down. He bet she did, he just bet she did. She wanted to 

know where were her guards Einhardt and Notger, they monitored the door. The second one 

said the doormen were now dormant. They both grinned. She asked again so who were they and 

the first one nominated himself as Lothar, the second, Lutz. What did they want? They wanted a 

lot of things. They firstly wanted to officially inform her that her husband Randy had been 

discovered drowned in the marina last night.  

She did not seem particularly surprised and asked what else? Wade was puzzled by the name 

Randy, but names didn’t mean that much sometimes. They also wanted to know what she knew 

about a consignment of art works that had gone missing from the art fair. This time she was 

puzzled, were they her artworks? She was expecting a shipment back today. Lothar shook his 

head. These were the property of the Janos de Olah gallery and indirectly the Duprey Collection. 

She shook her head, more puzzled. She only knew they had been delivered there and that Imre 

and Janos had conferred and decided not to exhibit them. Lutz meanwhile had taken a quick 

look around the studio and shook his head to Lothar. Then he picked up the remote and 

switched her wall screen to the news. There was an item on the discovered corpse. Police 

suspected foul play. There was footage from last night, under searchlight from the air as the 

body bag was lifted into the ambulance. Next there was a blurry enlargement displayed behind 

the news reader supposedly of Imre Duprey, a notorious mogul with underworld connections 

also known as Randy Constanza. Wade recognised the face as the butler he had dealt with at the 

palace above Brexia. A different hairstyle and lighter, probably younger, but absolutely the same 

person. Now he was really confused. The dead man was definitely not Stingray.  

Lothar said the death was nothing to do with them really, but they knew Randy had visited her 

yesterday afternoon. They knew what she stood to lose in planned debt transfers by the old 

man. She would be a prime suspect. She replied she was lunching at the yacht club with a new 

collector, Wade Ward and nodded to him. Lothar and Lutz looked to Wade, swathed in a lilac 
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toga at one end of the couch. Wade volunteered that he had expected to receive a consignment 

from Mr Duprey on Thursday but it had not arrived. The implication that he was resident at Villa 

Loco at the time went unexamined, luckily for Wade. He now suspected Lothar and Lutz were 

from Liaison. They were the right types, but he hadn’t actually encountered them before. Then 

he wondered who had placed the shipment in his bus, if not Liaison? Maybe it had just been a 

mix-up, somehow. He asked if they had checked with the art fair to see where it had been sent. 

Of course they had, but somehow there was no record. They resented Wade’s input. An old lady 

had directed porters to load her flyer. That was all they could discover. Wade began to put two 

and two together. Lothar asked Sam had Einhardt and Notger accompanied her to the yacht 

club? They had not. Were Einhardt and Notger their real names? She did not think so. Lothar 

moved toward her and removed his sunglasses. His eyes were icy blue. He told her that if Imre 

thought he could disappear by sacrificing Randy, it wouldn’t work. With Randy gone she might 

inherit his share of the empire and maybe could afford to quit fucking Janos for art’s sake, but 

that hadn’t wiped the slate clean. Not by a long shot. ‘The sins of the fathers’ he cited. There 

would still be bounty hunters out there. She may be a black widow, every bit as lethal as her old 

man, but sooner or later she would slip up. No-one could plan everything. She replied her father 

was still one step ahead of them, and had been now for how long?  

Wade’s mind skidded, realising that Stingray was Sam’s father not husband and that her 

husband – her late husband Randy - had just been a gullible stooge for both of them. Wade had 

to rapidly rethink his relationship with Sam. There was more to her than the occasionally 

tortured artist, but he had not suspected quite how much. Sam now clearly knew who she was 

dealing with as well and could only display dramatically upturned hands to Lothar and Lutz. 

“Well look - if it turns up around here sometime, you’ll be the first to know, okay?” Lothar put 

his sunglasses back on and he and Lutz nodded unenthusiastically. “Tough break guys,” she 

continued, “but how much would you say that shipment was worth, roughly? Had anyone 

actually verified it?” she smiled. “You know how tricky Imre could be...” She was enjoying this 

now. Lothar paused for a reload. “Is.” After a measured pause he replied that incidentally her 

shipment of paintings had been delivered to the marina and loaded aboard the Stingray. If the 

shipment they were supposed to collect from the art fair should be returned there, by say, two 

PM, an exchange could be made. Otherwise the cream of her life’s work would find itself in 

considerably deeper waters than Randy. He smiled and his eyebrows jumped above his 

sunglasses. This gave Sam pause. She considered ‘Loathsome’ a pretty vicious little insect 

himself. If she had the shipment she would gladly make the exchange, believe her. She honestly 

did not know where it had gone. As for her shipment ending up at the marina - was that the 

work of the same little old lady from nowhere - she wanted to know? Lothar laughed, shaking his 

head. It was just business really. Sam nodded. Sure they could hurt her that way. They didn’t 

realise how much, the stupid cunts. But she would not forget it either. And she would have 

revenge – sooner or later. She always did. 

Wade realised that he could make a play here that would endear him to both parties. If he could 

just call Nokan and have him take the bus to the marina and exchange shipments. The catch was 

he had to have a story explaining his involvement that did not antagonise either party. If Liaison 

knew he was with Collection they would suspect HQ’s interference and that would end very 

badly for all. If Sam knew he was just an allied retrievals agent with the same company as Lothar 

and Lutz, their fairytale romance would probably be over. That might not be a bad thing, all 

things considered. But something told him Sam would not be gracious in these matters. So what 

could he say to them? A little bird had told him? A whole lot of birds had told him a lot of things? 

He had to have a cover, had to be a credible player. But he could find nothing that would work 

for very long. That was the story of his life! Eventually he asked if he was allowed to say 

something. Lutz asked what he had, Tubby? Wade said it was obvious that a third party was 
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involved in the transaction and that he knew for a fact that pirates were operating right here in 

Lotussia. He himself had been approached about an unexpected consignment of historical art, 

going for a bargain price. Lothar asked him when that had been. The answer was yesterday, 

Saturday, around ten o’clock that morning. The message was logged on his pocket screen, if he 

may be allowed to show them? He pointed over the back of the couch. Lothar and Lutz nodded 

cautiously. He stood up slowly, keeping his hands where they could see them and stepped 

deliberately around to the back of the couch, bent and scooped up the plastic carrier bag 

containing his pocket screen, card and ‘editor’, then snatched the ‘editor’ and sprayed the room 

with a faint hum. Lothar, Lutz and Sam were all thrown backwards and lay comatose. Wade 

could not be bothered searching for the laundry again but noticed his hat and sunglasses were 

still on the floor from yesterday. He donned them and left in his sheet. 

He walked back down to the gates on a humid, overcast morning. Birds called from the trees. 

The gates would not open for his card so he sat in a garden bed, waiting for traffic. He did not 

have to wait long before staff and delivery vans entered and exited. He darted out around the 

sliding gates then stood trying to remember the way. He pulled out his pocket screen and called 

Nokan. There was no answer. He left a message and consulted a local map and began trudging 

back down to Lotussia. After a couple of blocks he tried Nokan again and then, thinking about it, 

called HQ. Susie answered and they exchanged warm greetings, the usual mixture of 

compliments and taunts. Finally he explained he had been unable to raise Nokan. Did she have 

any news or explanations for him? Susie sighed and did not understand where Wade had been 

all this time. He really ought to leave his screen turned on. She then related how Nokan had 

escaped in the night and was for the moment untraceable. Wade came to a stop, incredulous. 

“But he was my number two! How could he do this to me? And now of all times?” he protested, 

outraged. Susie just laughed, enjoying his discomfort. “I’m afraid this will cost you Wade, you 

know the rules.” Wade stared back at her, agonisingly. “Why do you think he was called Nokan 

Dhuski?” She laughed and ended the message. 

 

END  

 

   

 


